
CHAPTER SEVEN

CASE STUDIES: IMPLEMENTATION OF AID POLICIES

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter Seven presents findings of factors identified through the different techniques of data collection as

obstacles to the achievement of the goals of programmes and projects. Detailed outcomes of interviews are

provided in Appendix 5 containing Tables A 7.1 to A 7.5 while summaries are included in the text. These

findings match the commonly cited obstacles highlighted in Chapter Four. The importance of factors is

provided under each group of interviewees for each case study. Interview results are analysed

simultaneously with findings from documentary search and observation. A summary for each case study is

included in the text to assist the analyses. These factors are amalgamated under three broad sub-categories

provided in Section 4.10;

7.2 FACTORS AFFECTING AID POLICIES

(a) policy processes	 - factors (a) to (c)

(b) institutional variables 	 - factors (d) to (h)

(c) external structural conditions	 - factors (i) and (j)

The ratings used to indicate the importance or otherwise of each factor are as follows;

+++++ most important

++++ more important

+++ important

++ less important

+	 least important

not applicable or no comment

Findings of the research are summarised in the text with Tables 7.1, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.5 indicating factors

rated by interviewees as important or significant to the case studies. There is no need to summarise other

factors which were considered to be less important. The overriding theme that the Australian policy making

process is determined by political and bureaucratic rationales different to those at play in the Western

Samoan context sums up the discussion of all case studies as in Table 7.6. This comparison checks whether
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different perspectives affect the ratings and of which factors. Chapter Seven is structured in its existing

form to emphasise the occurrence of certain factors and the conclusion one assumes.

An attempt to convert the importance of each factor into percent is impossible in this study because of the

disproportional number of interviewees in each group and for each case study. This complication is

discussed fully in Section 6.2.1. on the use of interviews and selection of interviewees. Furthermore,

findings are combined outcomes of collaboration with other sources, such as project and programme

documents, internal memoranda in the organisations involved, some known outcomes and from the

researcher's participation and involvement in projects or programmes related consultations with donors and

other WSG departments.

As indicated in Section 1.5 and 6.2, the programmes and projects selected for the purpose of this thesis are

outputs of interaction between Australia and Western Samoa. Whatever occurs during deliberations and

negotiations cannot be fully recorded, for example dialogue, behaviour or mannerism and the sitting

arrangement. These behavioural aspects reveal and demonstrate the general feeling of policy makers about

an issue. Overwhelmingly, policies and decisions deriving from aid interactions are outputs of

compromises. Central to this thesis is the argument that Australia's aid policies and rationales impact on

Western Samoa's HRD policies, institutional structures and possibly future directions. Chapter 7 analyses

findings on the aid policy processes. Chapter 8 evaluates the implications of Australia's aid rationales for

Western Samoa HRD efforts.

7.3 REFLECTIONS ON AID MANAGEMENT

The literature review in Chapter Three emphasised recipients' weak institutional systems and procedures,

inefficient/poor management, ambitious development plans, absence of vital information system, and other

resources as major causes for negative results. Fundamental to the claim are issues of weak absorptive

capacity, budgeting processes, outdated organisation structures, systems and procedures, and unclear

programme objectives. For Western Samoa, the inability to sustain aid funded projects is an outcome of a

multiplicity of factors: it questions the conduciveness of the national development framework, the quality

and appropriateness of policies, the commitment of implementors to enforce policies and most crucial of

all, the availability of required resources. At the micro level, it questions the managerial know-how and

qualities, institutions' accountability procedures, delivery mechanisms and impact of culturally driven

practices.
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Against aid donors like Australia, the criticisms include insufficient consultation with recipients, top-down

approach producing ill-conceived priorities, lack of commitment for viable development efforts, mismatch

between transfer of ideas and technology versus local conditions, and weak consolidating supports by

means of maintenance and operation costs, evaluation and feedback. Throughout the world, criticisms has

been directed at governments' ineffective management accumulating huge budget deficits vis-a-vis low

productivity. This subsequently fostered the advocacy of privatisation or commercialisation and

corporatisation; in all, public sector institutional reforms and deregulation. Alternatively, international

donors are looking more to NGOs and private agencies to deliver aid projects.

7.4 CASE STUDY ONE (EMSS): THE COMMERCIALISATION
DRIVE

7.4.1 Brief Overview of Project

Australia's introduction of the EMSS as the first full fee paying HRD programme under its bilateral aid

programme marked the drive to commercialise tertiary education. Apart from the full fees, the programme

had secondary motives. These involved the devolution of administrative tasks from the AIDAB

headquarters to hosting institutions and the establishment of International Program Offices (WO) at

universities to absorb some AIDAB employees affected by structural reforms (AIDAB, Pers. comm., June

1991). At the micro level, the decision sought to reduce AIDAB's operating costs, upgrade the

professionalism of AIDAB employees (devolving routine administrative tasks), and improve the scheme's

co-ordination at the implementing institutions. At the macro level, EMSS corresponds with the Labor

Party's inclination towards economic imperatives thus financial sustainability and accountability in tertiary

institutions, marketability of Australian education abroad and a more transparent aid programme.

7.4.2 Findings

Table 7.1 below summarises interviewees' assessment of complications experienced during the

implementation of EMSS. But generally the three categories of policy processes, institutional variables and

locality specific structural conditions all contribute to deficiencies observed once the EMSS was

implemented.

Overall, the interviewees rated factors (a) inadequate consultation between participating parties and factor

(g) weak co-ordination or linkage between policy makers, management and implementers as the more

significant complications during implementation of the EMSS policy decision. These two factors affected

interviewees and their organisations differently.
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Table 7.1: Findings of Case Study One

Factors affecting aid policies Ratings

Policy Processes

(a) inadequate consultation ++++

Institutional Variables

(e) interministerial disputes +++

(g) weak co-ordination ++++

(h) insufficient management support +++

External Structural Conditions

(i) weak legislation enforcement +++

(j) impact of faa-Samoa +++

7.4.3 Inadequate Consultation Between Participating Parties

The beneficiaries or awardees were the forgotten players during deliberation on the policy. The policy

provided no guidelines to differentiate between students' academic levels and course requirements.

Similarly, fortnightly stipends were standardised regardless of the differences in academic requirements.

Consequently, beneficiaries pursuing research towards higher qualifications and are therefore required to

do field work, present seminars and participate in conferences in areas of their studies were grossly

disadvantaged because they needed extra funding. The absence of financial guidelines was further

evidenced by the inconsistencies among students' financial entitlements varying among Faculties and among

universities. Inadequate consultation and co-ordination became more obvious when the IPO staff struggled

to itemise the usage of students fees. Comments like the following reflect sentiments of post-graduate

beneficiaries:

The EMSS award is like owning a second-hand Mercedes Benz, maintenance costs are
hidden. As a post-graduate research student, each year I have to dig deeper into my pocket
to make ends meet. The real beneficiaries are hosting institutions, but then I guess that is
the bottom line of aid (EMSS awardee, Pers. comm., April, 1992).

Had I known the financial implications of the award I wouldn't have bothered. The attitude
of my institution is appalling. I queried my entitlements and I became a victim of the
system. The scenario is that of, you either put up and shut up or get out (EMSS awardee,
Pers. comm., June, 991).
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The policy had content shortcomings right from the formulation stage. To reiterate a statement from the

Jackson Report probing the idea of a private scheme:

within broad guidelines established by AIDAB to ensure developmental relevance, the
institution would be given a free hand in the administration of scholarships and could
compete to attract the best foreign students (1984, 96).

It is obvious from the above statement that fund allocation was a discretionary matter depending on

institutions' preferences and faculty administrators' negotiating skills. Given some universities' refusal to

market education as a commodity, flexibility on funds utilisation was a strategic decision by government

enticing institutions to accept the policy. The policy objective was for universities to become more

accountable for their financial well being:

The progressive replacement of subsidised students with full fee students will in fact greatly
improve the institutions' budget flexibility because this source of funding is untied (Harris
1991, 11).

Whilst agreeing that financial flexibility is a sound strategy given today's limited funds it should not affect

the quality of service expected by clients. There are instances where universities are accepting students just

to justify their budgetary allocation without having the necessary expertise.

The AIDAB staff insisted that complications with implementing EMSS in Western Samoa were partly

because of inadequate consultation, but maintained that the policy makers and senior bureaucrats frankly

showed little support for the scheme. Comments like "EMSS awardees should not be treated under the

prevailing policy for in-service training because EMSS has nothing to do with the WSG" (WSG employee,

Pers. comm., Nov.1990), substantiate the claim by AIDAB staff and demonstrate the difficulties public

service beneficiaries experienced. Other evidence pointing to the WSG's lack of support was the reluctance

of heads of departments to release public servants receiving awards or endorse their requests for financial

entitlements under the existing policy. This led to several modifications of the policy conditions making it

harder for public servants under the EMSS to receive financial entitlements. AIDAB consultants involved

with the STP programme review in 1992 stated that the inadequate support by Western Samoa policy

makers and management reflected a misunderstanding of the programme because of poor consultation

(Pers. comm., July 1992). A senior WSG employee unimpressed with the scheme stated:

The so-called Australian initiative serve to undermine Western Samoa's HRD priorities and
policies, and the ability of our own people to decide what's best for us. The damn move has
a hidden agenda, for Australia to have total control of its aid (WSG representative,
Pers.comm., Sept, 1992).
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7.4.4 Weak Co-ordination

Inadequate consultation and weak co-ordination was more significant to the managing or hosting agency

(the IPO) than other interviewees.

Interviewees from the IPO and some Australian academics recorded their disappointment with Canberra's

top-down approach. Some institutions' refusal to comply with the full fee policy adversely affected the role

of IPO which relied largely on foreign students intake for their operating budget. Some IPO employees had

insufficient knowledge about specific EMSS conditions, such as the Commonwealth government taxation

policy, indicating inadequate briefings of the programme's finer details before the decision became

effective. Moreover they also stressed concern about the inconsistencies in beneficiaries treatment as

outcomes of different perceptions between the Bursar's Office and faculties' academic requirements.

According to hosting institutions, the shortcomings of EMSS was based on policy makers inability to

anticipate and forecast other possible factors affecting the programme's success. These factors include

differences in the cost of living between states, travelling costs for students studying outside metropolitan

cities, availability of suitable supervision and courses relevance to students' field of studies. On the other

hand, tertiary institutions who were indifferent to the full fee idea was caused by the conflict in

management perspectives. Subsequently, IPO staff and some universities rated weak co-ordination between

the policy makers in Canberra, management at institutions and implementers as equally responsible for

implementation complications (IPO staff UNSW, Pers.comm., Sydney, March 1992).

Some university staff were critical of the impact the full fee policy's has on university standards. They

stated universities are not prepared to embrace commercialisation because it changed the whole purpose of

having a university. Some verbally expressed that selling education as an export commodity was

qualitatively a short-sighted policy, forecasting the policy will have a long-term cost to Australian

education standards. This was already the case specifically with what one interviewee called non-

traditional universities who were desperately competing for funds with the more traditional establishments.

Nonetheless the traditional establishments are also experiencing financial constraints so they have

embarked on offering short-term courses (4-8weeks). The danger of marketing education as any commodity

is when research and course contents are compromised to meet financial needs.

The AHC staff in Apia also agreed that inadequate consultation between parties was a significant factor

against EMSS. They pointed out that government departments absence of forward planning affected

awardees' release from work to take up their awards. The EMSS was seen by many public servants as an
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opportunity to pursue postgraduate studies prevented under the STP and other bilateral programmes given

the preference for NUS school leavers. The exclusion of the WSG from the selection process of EMSS

awardees meant public servants applied without the knowledge of most Heads of Departments. Once

awardees were finalised, public servants requested their financial entitlements under the prevailing

arrangements which were rejected in most cases unless specific conditions were satisfied and subject to the

endorsement by the Departmental Head. The AHC Second Secretary remembered how the PSC expressed

its reluctance to release senior staff who were involved with departmental project implementation (AHC

staff Pers.comm., Canberra, April 1993). Perhaps another observation one assumes from the above is the

changing values of the young Samoans where the tendency to pursue individualistic aspiration outweigh

loyalty to the organisation. Once again the differences in values between the young and the old bureaucrats

are noticeable.

The AHC staff argued the WSG should have taken the Australian initiative positively. When EMSS was

replaced by the John Crawford Scholarship Scheme (1993) and conditions were modified to account for

Western Samoa's HRD policies and priorities. The AHC staff stated the lack of support for awardees

influenced their decision to return to Samoa, and without that support the investment on awardees would be

lost. Aside from inadequate consultation, an AHC staff member pointed out that the STP selection done by

the WSG involved too much faa-Samoa defeating the scheme's objective. The application of the faa-Samoa

herein refers to one been given an award because of kinship, a sibling of a Minister, trade-off for a delayed

favour or in return for a favour earlier on. The high failure rates of school leavers under the Australian

STP in 1991 with comments such as, "I was force into taking this course by my parents, teachers and

family", (Personal file of students, AIDAB Office, Canberra, June 1992) demonstrated typical Samoan

value of obedience and respect. Sometimes parents, families and teachers have their own agendas for

pushing students to go for university studies.

The Western Samoa authorities were very critical of the scheme in many aspects. In agreeing with other

interviewees, they alleged that there was lack of sufficient consultation between Australia and Western

Samoa regarding the scheme's conditions and selection procedures before the policy decision was effected.

Excluding the WSG representatives from the selection process questioned the relevance of awardees' fields

of studies to address Western Samoa's HRD needs:

some governments have expressed concern about the scholarship offers cutting across
manpower plans for the countries and the loss of key personnel on scholarships at times not
suitable to the government (AIDAB 1993, 30).
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Notwithstanding the above claims, beneficiaries generally have a high opinion of the scheme, notably on

account of its credible selection process. Like the managing agency and the WSG representatives,

beneficiaries claimed that inadequate consultation and weak co-ordination have contributed to the weak

enforcement of the policy. An interesting assessment by the beneficiaries and Australian interviewees is the

impact of faa-Samoa on the STP selection procedure as a detrimental factor. This could well explain the

option taken by Australia to exclude recipient governments from the selection of potential awardees.

7.5 CASE STUDY TWO (ASAS): ACCOUNTABILITY IN
BUREAUCRACY

7.5.1 Brief Overview of Project

Improvements intended to bring about effective aid management and accountability have concerned the

GoA since the late 1980s. These concerns are directed at the achievement of initial agreements that the

Staffing Scheme is a temporary measure while the recipient's awardees underwent training overseas and on-

the-job training so local counterparts to take over from expatriates - the 'localisation' drive. Most aid

donors have re-directed assistance to strengthen institutions, in particular, to strengthen management

practices, organisational systems, structures and procedures, and skills of staff. In 1990, the Australian

government insisted that the MOU guiding the ASAS needed revision. Fundamental to this policy decision

was the employment of a single private agent to manage the South Pacific schemes, a decision already

accepted by Africa and Asia. By September 1990 AIDAB confirmed the appointment of Price Waterhouse

Urwick as the Pacific agent. The overriding rationale behind the decision is standardisation of procedures

for improved accountability. The initiation of ASAS in 1977/1978 was to assist recipients in areas of

manpower shortage until localisation occurred. This rationale is highlighted in the ASAS review (1992b)

and the AIDAB Manual on the Staring Scheme thus:

Staffing assistance is intended to contribute both to public sector workforce skills and
recipient government localisation processes, as well as to the provision of effective training
and linkages with other development co-operation efforts (Vol.3. 1993, 17.5).

7.5.2 Findings

The following discussion is detailed in Table A 7.2 though a summary is presented in Table 7.2. Overall

deficiency to the programme derived from the policy process and institutional variables.
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Table 7.2: Findings from Case Study Two

Factors affecting aid policies Ratings

Policy Process

(a) inadequate consultation

(c) limited resources

++++

+++

Institutional Variables

(d) cumbersome procedures

(f) deficient management skills

+++

++++

External Structural Conditions

(i) weak legislation enforcement +++

7.5.3 Inadequate Consultation

The ASAS contract staff rated factor (a) inadequate consultation between concerned parties as the main

drawback of the new MOU. This claim is corraborated by other interviewees and substantiated by findings

from AIDAB's regional review.

AIDAB had what it knew to be sound proposals to improve ASAS and expected its motives
to be understood by island governments. Consultation was, however, lacking. The first
some governments knew of the results of the 1988 review was the commencement of
negotiations for a new Memorandum of Understanding (ASAS Regional Review, AIDAB,
1992b, 11).

Naturally, the lack of consultation contributed to a different understanding of certain terms and conditions

of the revised MOU between AHC staff, AIDAB staff and contract workers. The new taxation policy

affecting ASAS officers was dealt with inadequately at the preliminary discussion and therefore had

different interpretations by the contract officers and the Australian officials. The following extract from an

ASAS officer in Apia demonstrates that legislation /policies formulated on incomplete information have

costly consequences during enforcement:

It is apparent that a proper ongoing review of the taxation of ASAS funded personnel has
not been conducted. From my previous discussions last year with Barbara O'Dwyer (Apia)
and recently John Russell (Canberra), the taxation anomaly has been regarded by these two
Foreign Affairs officers as a contractual matter....I have pointed out that any rights to
taxing of ASAS funds is not part of the signed contract of employment or conditions of
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service. Taxation is not a contractual liability as between employee and employer but rather
a statutory obligation as enacted. No contract of employment can legally stipulate how
much tax an employee is required to pay. It is dependent on, and subject to, the taxation
legislation in force in the jurisdiction where the employee derives income. (ASAS officer,
Pers.comm., Apia, August, 1992)

Apart from poor consultation between Canberra and Apia, the AHC staff in Apia could not clarify the

query without referring back to Canberra:

I have responded with a letter indicating that I have referred it to Canberra for comment, as
I have no way of making a determination or commenting on it. I assume it needs to be
referred to Russell or Attorney General's or somewhere (AHC Second Secretary, Letter,
1991).

A lengthy extract from AIDAB's internal memorandum foreshadowed the implications when a policy

decision like the revised MOU failed to consider all issues sufficiently. The taxation issue contravened

uniformity and standardisation AIDAB tried to achieve by having a single agent. Taxation policies differ

between Pacific Island Countries (PIGS), a matter Australia cannot ignore given its implications on

recipient governments and ASAS officers alike:

We believe that the interim arrangements as they apply to Western Samoa and Tonga will
cause serious problems and we may receive representations from the Governments of
Western Samoa and Tonga as well as ASAS appointees.

...If the governments were to sign, they would be significantly disadvantaged when it comes
to recruiting officers: other countries will be able to offer very much more attractive
remuneration packages. The outcome may be that they get inferior officers or none at all for
some positions.
If the governments find out that other countries have not had to accept these arrangements,
they may well feel duped. Because they have been compliant and agreeable in the past, they
would be penalised. They will realise this and it will impact on our otherwise good relations
with them.

As far as ASAS officers in the two countries are concerned, we can expect representations
from them (or through their MPs to the Minister - this method has been used in the past)
when they find out (as they will do) that they are on significantly inferior conditions
compared to officers in similar positions in other countries.

Grateful for your concurrence to advise the Western Samoa and Tongan Governments to
hold off amending MOUs with regards to the after-tax supplementation arrangements until
new administrative arrangements are put in place.

(AIDAB's Internal Memorandum to Apia, 10/10/1991).
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The revised MOU has far reaching implications not only on ASAS officers but also on harmonious

relationship between Australia and island countries. This was obvious in the example of Kiribati who

suspended negotiation with Australia on the issue indefinitely. Obvious too from the following comment is

the messy policy environment where many organisations and players advance their own interests. Another

observation one can make is that a policy with hidden agendas can sabotage the policy's initial purpose:

With regards to Bob's point about looking ridiculous because of the 'on again - off again'
decision making, I can't agree more. However, to push ahead with new tax provisions for
Western Samoa and Tonga and not all other Pacific Island Countries (PICs) would make us
look more ridiculous as well as creating serious difficulties for us (Internal Memorandum
from Canberra/Apia, 11/10/1991)

Australia's relation with PICs was further tested during several negotiations regarding the single agent

proposal. The main issue of disagreement was over the hiring of the agent by AIDAB whilst payment is

deducted from recipients' aid provision. Pressure from recipient governments' shifted AIDAB's stand on this

issue. A letter from the AHC in Apia to the WSG indicated that:

The single agent will be retained but the agent will now be contracted by AIDAB directly.
Agency costs, including recruitment expenses, will not be a charge to ASAS or the country
allocation but will be met directly by AIDAB (AHC Second Secretary Apia, 9 July, 1991)

According to Samoan public servants involved in the programme administration this is not the case,

deductions are still made from the Western Samoan allocation to pay for PWU. This arrangement reduces

the budget allocation and therefore the ability to recruitment additional supplementees.

The MOU had undergone several modifications since 1991. AIDAB's 1992 Regional Review of the scheme

found that PICs requests for technical assistance were fashioned in ways to 'fit ASAS features'. Given the

complications associated with a single agent not to mention the cost and hidden disadvantage placed on

smaller countries the report recommended:

...greater flexibility in its administration and an expanded definition of staffing assistance to
include short-term and advisory assistance and the concept of development workers (ASAS
Regional Review 1992b, vii-xi).

This flexibility was considered appropriate reflecting the diverse needs of respective PICs. The

acknowledgment of this diversity led to the recommendation to remove the single agent concept:
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A major recommendation is that AIDAB does away with a uniform Pacific-wide scheme.
Each country has different needs requiring different responses. This review points the way
for redesigned schemes in each country (AIDAB 1992b, iv).

This recommendation is yet to be implemented. It goes against AIDAB's belief in standardisation for better

accountability and the interest of the selected agent. Here is a classic example of how the altruistic purpose

of aid is compromised because of many different interests or agendas. The other important observation one

can draw from the above is the absence of commitment to enforce evaluation outcomes.

7.5.4 Deficient Management Skills

The above findings link to other shortcomings observed by contract officers in the Western Samoa Public

Service thus; (f) deficient management capacity and skills and (d) cumbersome bureaucratic procedures

affecting funds and staff recruitment. Several contract officers reported that management are not absolutely

certain of contract officers' functional responsibilities in relation to the department's mandate. Evidence of

which is the common practice whereby contract officers in technical areas are delegated all sorts of

administrative tasks such as writing Director's memorandum, attending overseas meetings or workshops

and the like. Such under utilisation of skills derives from management and hosting departments usual

practice of requesting replacements because such assistance is available and undoubtedly there are other

agendas. Given the above scenario, on-the-job training of counter-parts is marginalised and compromised

since contract officers are either relied upon excessively to perform everybody else duties or as in some

cases become substitute Heads of Departments. On other occasions, counter-parts are allowed to attend

overseas training after being earmarked to understudy contract officers. Consider the following exchange

between the Financial Secretary and the Secretary of PSC pertaining to the roles of expatriates on contract:

The approval referred to in your letter for Mr John Fitzgerald to represent the Government
of Western Samoa at the bilateral discussions with MDM Munzhandelsgesellschaft mbH
Deutsche Munze (MDM)...is rather unclear and is noted to be running counter with a
previous directive of Cabinet for locals to represent the interests of Western Samoa in
matters of this nature (Letter, PSC Secretary, 27 August 1993).

I appreciate your comment regarding the attendance of Samoan nationals at meetings to
represent the interests of Government. For this particular meeting in Hong Kong, Mr
Fitzerald is the most qualified Government official to represent Government given that
both the Financial Secretary and the Deputy Financial Secretary were both not available
due to other official commitments (Letter, Financial Secretary, 31 August 1993).
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The absence of appropriate criteria to screen departmental requests and effectively monitor contract

officers' performances and the scheme generally is indicative of PSC' s weak management capacity. The

usual justification used during the determination of request is, "There is sufficient funds to cover the

request".From whichever side one perceives the scheme, it is generally a classic example of irrational

utilisation of aid funds by all concerned. There is no realistic assessment mechanism to check whether the

local counterpart is ready. Since the request usually comes through the Head of Department, one wonders

whether the carefree attitude to the contracting of expatriates would have been the same if the amount paid

out was financed by respective departments rather than the donor.

AIDAB officials argued that the ineffectiveness of the programmes to achieve their goal(s) resulted from

two main factors; (f) deficient management capacity/skills in the Western Samoa Public Service and (i)

weak legislation and policy enforcement. Interestingly, this is in line with the assessment by contract

officers and beneficiaries.

The absorptive capacity dilemma especially at the management level contributes to contract officers having

to do extra work than effectively their written contracts call for. A number of departmental heads either

lack managerial skills such as planning, organising or budgeting, have no vision as decision makers, tend to

pass the buck, too busy, or are unfamiliar with new techniques and technologies. The apparent weaknesses

in management means fundamental decisions affecting policies and legislation are sometimes left to the

discretion of those with managerial skills. An obvious example of this is the case of the Assistant Financial

Secretary Accounts, Treasury who spends a great deal of his time as Acting Financial Secretary. In effect,

those departments whose functions required technical skills, for example engineering, surveying, taxation,

computing and so forth, or universal system changes as with Treasury, have a tendency to depend on

contract officers.

It was further pointed out by AIDAB staff that cumbersome bureaucratic procedures of budgeting and

recruitment, inadequate consultation, weak co-ordination or linkage between policy makers, management

and implementers, and ineffective forward planning are other factors which the WSG ought to improve in

order to achieve programme goals. In fact one of the reasons mentioned by AIDAB during the revision of

the ASAS MOU as a continuous problem was the late acquittal of funds which were done on quarterly

basis. This delay reflect the absorptive capacity problem of the Treasury and PSC with one blaming the

other.
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The managing agent noted inadequate management skills, lack of consultation, and absence in forward

planning as reasons for the continuous reliance on the scheme. The overall feelings concerning the

abovefactors are similar to those expressed by beneficiaries and AIDAB staff. The absence of forward

planning impacts on staffing and funding availability thereby affecting hosting department's work plans.

Most major development depends on overseas donors; as such, PSC is to be blamed for the absence of a

comprehensive skills' forecast. Normally, governmental project planning especially aid funded projects

focus primarily on securing funds. People are thought of very late in the process as in the case of the

PWDAP discussed in the following paragraphs. Furthermore, the continuous reliance on ASAS officers

and other schemes derived from a misconception by some senior bureaucrats that expatriates are better

qualified to perform technical tasks. Perhaps its a misconception embedded from colonial days. This was

somehow encouraged by the Western Samoa Public Service management as noted by AIDAB's review

team:

Certainly, in some cases, localisation has been hindered by ASAS but that is not the norm.
Large numbers of expatriates in senior positions in an organisation can be perceived by
local employees as a permanent fixture (AIDAB Regional Review, 1992b, 17).

In some departments, the need for contract officers is genuine but AIDAB's point cannot be further from

the truth. The following comment is evidence of the lack of trust by management of local people:

Even if a Samoan is ready to localise the position of Chief Income Tax Inspector, we are
reluctant to recommend that because of the magnitude of the task and the cultural
sensitivity of the job (WSG Head of Department, Pers.comm., Aug., 1992).

Similar sentiments were expressed by the Financial Secretary arguing that 'our qualified Accountants in the

core government services cannot handle the diversity and complexity of national accounts.' (WSG Head of

Department, Pers.comm., Apia, Dec., 1992). This argument may well explain the reason for Western

Samoa not having national accounts and the emphasis by the CCA' s Report of major management and

accounting deficiencies within Treasury. The PSC management believed that Samoans have the skills and

are capable workers except their attitude and commitment to work differed to expatriates. If this is the case

then, training programmes by the PSC should address employees' attitudes.

The AHC staff in Apia are critical of the management's incapacity in preventing a better utilisation of aid

money invested in such an expensive programme. As indicated in Table 6.1, the ASAS is the most

expensive of all Australian aid funded HRD programmes to Western Samoa. The 1992 review noted:
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average cost of an ASAS appointment in the South Pacific has risen from approximately
A$50,000 per annum in 1987/88 to A$65,000 in 1991/92, an increase of 30 per cent
(AIDAB 1992b, 17).

This amount varies depending on prevailing labour market rates in Australia, and excludes the local salary,

housing and other entitlements provided by the recipient country. Furthermore, the scheme 'has a high

opportunity cost in terms of development projects foregone or deferred' (AIDAB 1992b, iii). It is this

recurrent expenditure of 'questionable sustainable developmental value', perpetual reliance on it, and a host

of management constraints that have led to proposals to tighten the scheme's administration and

accountability. In view of the cost factor and increasing requests over the late 1980s, AIDAB and the

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade stressed the need to provide alternative measures compatible with

Australia's objective of sustainability. Unsustainable practices reflected in the ASAS are justifiable reasons

for phasing out the programme.

7.5.5 Weak Legislation Enforcement

Aside from weak management, the enforcement of legislation and policies appears to be counter-productive

to the initial objective of the scheme. For instance, the agreement between two governments at the signing

of the MOU that ASAS was to be a 'short-term measure' has not been honoured by both sides. The

regulatory and monitory capacity of the WSG is weak and lacks co-ordination resulting in conflicting

policies and practices. During the 1980s, the WSG encouraged migration. The selective point system

devised by Australia and New Zealand targeted skilled migrants often attracting the many people they had

trained. The disparity between contract workers' salary packages and local employees, as well as other

socio-economic factors discussed in Section 2.2.7.1 have contributed to the loss of skilled Samoans. Most

interviewees felt that to retain skilled Samoans, working conditions and salary levels required vast

improvements.

There are two shortcomings of the scheme according to the Western Samoan policy makers, (f) deficient

management absorptive capacity and (a) inadequate consultation between Canberra and Apia regarding the

single agent concept. The deficiency in management within Government agreed with the claim by the

Australian authorities that contract workers have became 'Jack of all trades'. The practice according to the

CCA's Report (1993, 53), contributed to the ineffective use of counterpart training opportunities:

There is ineffective use of counter-part training opportunities provided for under overseas
funded supplementation schemes and other schemes available to Government. For years
now, particularly in the case of Treasury, no local accounting person has emerged as a
clear beneficiary of such schemes and the objectives of such schemes have not come close
to realisation.
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Frequent delays observed in processing requests resulted from vague procedural guidelines. This outcome

has been noted in the above discussion relating to the managing agent Price Waterhouse and the PSC. The

overall weakness arises from weak co-ordination of different programmes or projects, contributing to

duplication and wastage. An obvious example is the existence of several information units at various

departments with personnel and equipment assistance from different donors. In addition, the WSG service

is paranoid about control and or having authority.

7.6 CASE STUDY THREE (PWDAP): INSTITUTIONAL
STRENGTHENING

7.6.1 Brief Overview of Project

The PWDAP aimed at revitalising of the 1976 Australian project responsible for extensive road resealing

efforts. Despite much aid, the earlier project was unsustained because of limited budgetary provision for

maintenance, loss of skilled employees and the lack of consistent monitoring. In 1988, an agreement was

reached between Australia and Western Samoa leading to a large scale project emphasising continuity as

the overriding objective. Learning from failures of the first project, SMEC in its 1990 progress report

reiterated the need to revise PWD's divisional structures to reflect new changes:

Review existing organisational set up, inter-relation and division of work between
Workshop, Plant and Transport Pools, lines of authority, position descriptions, linkages
with management information systems and accounting control (AIDAB 1990c, 9).

The modifications to the PWD structure before and after the PWDAP are provided in Figure 6.3. Since

January 1995 the PWD management structure has been modified under the PSC project on structural

reforms and career planning. Structural reforms, institutional strengthening and effective resources

utilisation have been boosted as strategies to sustainable development. Australia has indeed taken the theme

on as a central objective of its aid policies for the 1990s. Later, it became the core aim of revisions of the

PWDAP terms of reference:

All the recommended revisions to the project are directed towards the additionally
emphasised objective of sustainability of the project's achievements after its completion.
The bulk of the additional efforts is technical assistance, identified as being of the type most
helpful in consolidating management capability and the areas of training and stores where,
because of the complexity of interfaces with other Departments and Institutions, more
intense assistance is required to firmly establish successful procedures (AIDAB 1992g, 32).
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Institutional strengthening particularly in relation to training staff was crucial, as it 'will govern the

Mechanical Division's success in meeting the PWD's ongoing mechanical maintenance requirements' (PID

1992, 30). Overall, the project involved upgrading of mechanical workshop facilities, rehabilitation and

procurement of equipment and machinery spare parts, establishment of a training section and modifications

of the organisation structure and operating systems to reflect changes. All these activities relied heavily on

technical assistance provided by SMEC.

7.6.2 Findings

The PWDAP like the first two case studies experienced many difficulties as indicated in Table 7.3. The

most obvious complications were institutionally driven. Specifically, three factors were rated by

interviewees as more important contributing to implementation complications, thus (d) cumbersome

bureaucratic procedures of budgeting and recruitment processes, (e) interministerial disputes and clashes,

and (f) deficient management capacity or skills.

7.6.2.1 Cumbersome Bureaucratic Procedures

The main factor responsible for the delays experienced at the PWDAP implementation was cumbersome

bureaucratic procedures.

The first delays were with Treasury's procurement procedures whereby to purchase any equipment three

quotes must be submitted to Treasury for their consideration. This could be very time consuming and in the

event of their non-availability in the local market, quotes from overseas would be required. Having

understood this procedure SMEC recommended establishment of a PWD Stores, in effect transferring

existing operations away from Treasury:

Other problems concern the establishment of separate stores systems within PWD to cover
shortcomings with the Treasury Stores organisation. Each store lacks stock control,
location recording, parts identification, cost information and protection of parts to extend
shelf life (AIDAB 1990c, 6).

According to SMEC, the establishment of one store under PWD control will eliminate the shortcomings

listed above. SMEC went further to highlight Treasury's deficient accounting system relating to aid

appropriation:
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Table 7.3: Findings of Case Study Three

Factors affecting aid policies Ratings

Policy processes

(a) inadequate consultation +++

(c) limited resources +++

Institutional Variables

(d) cumbersome procedures

(e) interministerial disputes

(f) deficient management skills

++++

++-H-

++++

(g) weak co-ordination +++

(h) insufficient management support +++

External Structural Conditions

(i) weak legislation enforcement

(j) impact of faa-Samoa

+++

A general lack of regular monitoring on stock movements/ inventory value and stock
accounting within the Treasury and government system is a major restriction. Stock control
is also made difficult without a policy for appropriation of aid funds within the government
financial systems (AIDAB 1990c, 6).

Effectively, SMEC argued that centralisation of stock control under Treasury constrained project

implementation:

Cost accounting - basic systems established in the Workshop and Road Maintenance
Project were discontinued around 1982. Progress in reactivating these has been difficult
because of: Treasury Department's refusal to establish an arrangement through the 1990
Current Expenditure budget, which would enable PWDAP inputs of spare parts and
materials to be reflected in workshop and plant pool division annual expenditure votes
(A1DAB 1990c, 12).

In addition, the unco-operative and high handed attitude of Treasury staff was at the core of the problem.

The following memoranda from the SMEC Team Leader demonstrated Treasury's muzzling the project's

authority:

Please be advised that under the general provisions of our contractual agreement with the
AIDAB and the MOU for the PWDAP, all equipment, supplies and materials imported by
this Project are of permanent nature. (Letter from SMEC to Treasury, 15/3191).
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Treasury are currently holding the following items, which are currently required by the
project pending bonding by PWD. 1 stencil scanner, accessories and manuals; 1 set of filing
cabinets. This action by Treasury is now becoming a regular occurrence to all office and
household effects, and is causing unnecessary and disruptive delays. (PWD Internal Memo.
30/6/'92).

The Finance Division of Treasury expressed absolute disapproval with the funding arrangement of

PWDAP, implying that PWD' s Finance personnel do not have the necessary experience in aid accounting

procedures. At the same time, Treasury staff were equally concerned about the loose control by PWD

management of vehicles procured under the project.

The second major bureaucratic complication was recruitment. The PSC had a fair share of criticisms from

SMEC for delays in accepting structural changes and recruitment processes:

Although the draft memorandum of understanding targets the appointment of the
Mechanical Plant Managers as a high priority item in the WSG contribution to the Project,
twelve months have elapsed without a confirmed appointment (AIDAB 1990c, 11).

The PWDAP's PID scheduled recruitments for all new and vacant positions to occur in the first twelve

months of implementation. With little knowledge of local procedures, the SMEC Team Leader was

frustrated to learn that PSC selection and assessment procedures could easily take three to six months,

sometimes depending on the network between PWD and PSC employees involved. Even then, recruitment

for technical jobs was time consuming because of shortage of skilled technical personnel. Some positions

were not provided in the budget at the time of implementation. This added to the delay as PSC required the

clearance of unauthorised expenditures from Cabinet which relied on a report from Treasury. Recruitment

was further delayed by Cabinet's decision to reduce the Supplementary budget by 10 percent and to

suspend all appointments after Cyclone Ofa in February 1990.

7.6.2.2 Interministerial Disputes

Like Treasury, PSC staff had their qualms about the urgent nature of requests from the PWD management

and SMEC imposing their dateline schedules. The PWD's action disregarded the importance of other

departments' staffing requests.

SMEC's concerns with bureaucratic delays were shared by the Minister and the Director (Pers. comm.,

Oct, 1992). They favoured the corporate style of management whereby PWD could handle its budget and
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recruitment activities. They argued that adopting a corporate structure meant better supervision because of

clear cut functional responsibilities and supervisors becoming more accountable for their decisions, without

some overarching controls imposed on PWD by PSC and Treasury.

The absence of policy procedure on aid funds appropriation alleged by the SMEC team perpetuated the

dependency of government departments on Treasury. This laxity explained Treasury's influential role in

government policy making. But it does not necessarily mean Treasury is effective in discharging its

functions. In relation to aid funds appropriated for PWDAP, Prime Minister Tofilau Eti was concerned

with weak monetary control and co-ordination amongst responsible departments. An internal PWD

memorandum reflected the obvious deficiency in aid management:

A concern was raised because nobody seems to keep track at each department of the
amount of spending with these projects except the project consultants themselves. In the
case of PWDAP, SMEC is monitoring its spending themselves. It is alright for Australia
for SMEC to do that but nobody seems to monitor these spending on our behalf (PWD
Internal Memo., 29/01/91).

The response by the PWD's Financial Controller signified the absence of aid accountability procedures,

poor management, lack of initiative and passing the buck; a common feature within the WSG service.

I have not seen, since the inception of the PWDAP by SMEC, any financial reports from
the Team Leader enumerating the details of the Australian Government's contribution to the
project. By this, I mean we have not been able to sight any analysis of SMEC's financing of
spare parts, machinery and equipment, and operating costs being translated in monetary
terms. We do have some idea of the quantity of equipment being injected to our fleet but
certainly not the costs.

However, every time the Department's budget submissions were prepared in the past,
SMEC have been requesting quite a substantial amount of funds to be injected in this
particular project as the Government's contribution. They do know the Government's
contribution in monetary terms during every financial period whilst on the contrary, we
don't know the details of SMEC's financial contribution each year (PWD Internal Memo.,
30/01/91) .

There were interdepartmental complications because of inadequate consultation and co-ordination between

the management and employees. Revising the PWD structure to reflect new changes central to the project's

sustainability was not readily accepted. This feeling became obvious at the appointment of a young, newly

graduated engineer to the core position of Mechanical Plant Manager. Demoralised with management's

decision, staff tried to frustrate progress by ignoring directives from the SMEC team. After two years, the

manager was relocated to head office and the former Superintendent of Plant Pool, a brother of the Director
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was appointed acting manager. This employee has been implicated on several accounts by the C&CA

report on unacceptable practices. In early February 1995 he was dismissed by the PSC.

Unacceptable practices and bending the rules were harshly criticised by SMEC as PWD main obstacles,

'servicing and preventative maintenance of equipment has been hindered by old work practices and the

resistance to change and in particular, insufficient follow-up by management.' (PWDAP PID 1992:4). The

following Table demonstrates the productivity problem:

Table 7.4: Attendance - March 1991 

Worked Leave PWD Other Vacant Absent

Training Training

Staff 54 8 7.5 1.5 28 1

Casual 71 11 3.5 6.5 5 3

All 64 9.7 5.2 4.5 14.4 2.2

Note: Losses resulting from vacant positions should be largely eliminated by June.
Source: PWDAP Monthly Report Month 22, March 1991, 5.3.

Training became a crucial strategy to assist with low productivity at the Mechanical Workshop which

derived from:

...high absenteeism, low morale and poor attitudes by both supervisors and mechanics and
the lack of co-ordination and co-operation between Superintendents and supervisors
(AIDAB 1992g, 4).

Internal resentment probably had little to do with the manner in which new initiatives were introduced but

rather with how new systems and procedures threatened and undermined reciprocal practices which have

become acceptable PWD norms. Findings by the CCA' s Report portrayed such tendency:

this is the way things have been done in the past or

we find it difficult to carry out our duties and responsibilities in accordance with the laws
when there is this relationship between the Minister and requests from villages. We have to
carry out what the Minister instructs us to do.

These comments are exemplary of judgements based on Samoan values and the obvious absence of
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accountability in the system. In fact it is almost unthinkable to question the authority vested in a Minister

based on ' respect' and it is expected.

A further hurdle for SMEC personnel concerned cultural differences. SMEC operated in a climate where

time and productivity determined one's market value, and subsequently the organisation's survival. Some

PWD employees display a carefree attitude to work with the mentality of work according to pay s or seeing

government as different to communal project. For the Samoans, community values are transferred into the

work place with network building playing a crucial role. Other practices unacceptable to the SMEC team

was the non-compliance of Samoans with Stores procedures and systems, lateness to work and respecting

elders rather than those in supervisory positions. The CCA report noted the strengthening of this attitude

amongst PWD employees interviewed during audit investigation. The CCA wrote:

the arguments and sentiments are applied on a selective basis; it appears it is all right for us
to apply the law and Government requirements so long as it does not affect me, my friend,
and my family members (Samoa Observer, June, 1994, 5).

On such a basis, Samoans tend to operate outside the formal organisation communication channels. For

instance, employees who have served at the Mechanical Workshop at Vaitele refused to take instructions

from the young Mechanical Plant Manager. Aside from the fact that the supervisor was relatively much

younger than most foremens and overseers, the older employees felt that their loyalty and longer services

were overlooked. The situation was aggravated by the closer working relationship the young Mechanical

Plant Manager had with the SMEC team. The unnecessary victimisation of the young supervisor because

of Samoan customs was unacceptable to SMEC personnel. It is this sort of Samoanisation within the

bureaucracy that the Prime Minister had reservation about the commercialisation of the Mechanical

Workshop as a better alternative. The Prime Minister emphasised that its difficult for Samoans to turn a

blind eye to the extended family concept and faa-Samoa . He stated that if the hiring and firing of employees

was delegated to line departments nepotism would be difficult to control (Section 5.3.2). Except the

Training Co-ordinator, other SMEC personnel had no knowledge of faa-Samoa and Samoan values, and

such cultural differences was frustrating.

In all, cumbersome bureaucratic procedures aided inter-ministerial disputes. Inadequate consultation and

weak co-ordination are partly offshoots of departmental disputes. In the PWDAP, such were associated

with departmental control and power struggle. This led to non-committal and deliberate actions to frustrate

implementation. For instance, Treasury and PSC delaying tactics were partly to remind PWD of who is in

control, partly because of procedures and partly because of employees poor attitude to work.
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Such institutional inadequacies explained Australia's concern about accountability and preferences to

contract managing agents. "The large amount of aid provided will be carefully monitored to ensure

accountability of Australia's taxpayers funds" (AIDAB, 1992d, 22).

7.6.2.2 Deficient Management Capacity/Skills

Deficient management capacity and skills in PWD were rated more significant by AIDAB, AHC staff and

the SMEC team (Table 7.3). The inadequacy in management skills and experience was demonstrated by the

excessive reliance on SMEC - a scenario of a 'blind leading the blind'. SMEC personnel have the technical

knowledge of the tasks but they lack an understanding of the system. On the other hand, the Director was

relatively very young at the time of his appointment and had limited experience in all aspects of

management given his technical background. His limitations were in interpersonal skills, general

communication and report writing which are done mostly in English. The PWD' s management team at the

time consisted of two other qualified and experienced Samoans yet the Director relied almost exclusively on

expatriates. This is a tendency among some Samoans in management positions they rather seek expatriates

assistance probably because they are frank, possibly because of their overseas experiences but largely to

hide their ignorance.

It was gathered during interviews that the PWDAP was negotiated by the former Director, and the

incumbent had no option but to implement the project with limited administrative knowledge. As in many

cases, continuity is often hindered by a change in management, sometimes the hiccups is a matter of

readjustment but it all depends on the capability of the new comer. Other factors which came into play were

the clashes between Australian and New Zealand contract staff occupying most of the key technical

positions at PWD. Most New Zealand workers were attached to the Engineering Division at the Main

Office whilst the SMEC team worked at Vaitele (See Map 2.1). On several occasions their technical advice

contradicted and their views influenced workers under their supervision. The divide and rule game by these

expatriates creating divisions among local staff did not help the Director. On a different level, the Director's

involvement in various committees and boards took its toll on overall management of the project. Frequent

absence accounts for bottlenecks and a hypothetical understanding by the Director of the technical and

substantive tasks of the department - 'going everywhere but going nowhere' (Etzioni 1967, 387).

Weak co-ordination, outdated systems, procedures and unacceptable practices were other criticisms by

AIDAB staff and SMEC. These weaknesses in the management, systems and procedures is indicated in

Section 5.5.2 with the disclosure by the CCA (1993) that irregularities and illegal activities in the PWD
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were outcomes of a strong willed Minister pursuing his political dreams irrespective of control measures,

thereby affecting co-ordination. The Minister and senior employees' conduct used their positions, respect

and being matais to take advantage of the Director's deficiencies:

..Jack of necessary management controls, the disregarding, circumventing and overriding of
Treasury instructions and the Governments control procedures by many people in the
Department in many instances, including the Director and the Minister himself in some
cases (CCA Report 1993, 55).

The existence of these practices and procedures is kept alive by the supporters of the status quo, faa-

Samoa and political will. A popular slogan in Samoa sums up the unacceptable practices of PWD

employees, 'a maua sau mea aumai sau mea', meaning whatever you can squeeze out of the system think

of me. Such practices is commonly referred to as fai lapiti' or rabbiting, literally doing things in a cunning

way to gain some financial benefits or other favours. In this regard the CCA's claimed:

the unguided application of the faa-Samoa and Christian principles in the performance of
such functions for the Government would actually lead to corrupt and improper practices,
to the detriment of the Government and its people (1993, 7).

On the subject of weak co-ordination A1DAB staff observed that, once an aid funded programme or project

was approved by the donor, the momentum of pre project negotiation seemed to fizzle out and the policy

makers were on to the next project on the shopping list. From this observation, policy makers were equally

responsible for the overall weakness in achieving national development objectives and weak co-ordination

apparent in the public sector management. Stronger co-ordination of government operation is always

undermined by someone trying to pursue oneself s ideas and values. The contractual appointment of

departmental heads (1990) discussed earlier is equally responsible for reinforcing the political will as

neutrality faded quickly. This comment from the first team leader of SMEC said it all:

We have been frustrated right from day one of this project because central departments of
the public service do not appreciate the urgency of the project. It has taken months to
recruit the required personnel due to excess control by PSC and Treasury. On top of that,
the Government often interferes with our work schedules, such diversions are frustrating
and costly (PWD Internal Memo., Dec., 1991).

Cabinet has ordered Public Works Department to "fill all potholes" in two weeks, to reduce
mechanical deterioration of vehicles and minimise outflows of funds for import of spare
parts.(Elections are scheduled for April 5) (PWDAP Monthly Report, February, 1991).

Departments' operations concerning aid funded programmes appeared lacking co-ordination. Functions are

clear but daily operations seem to follow a 'spur of the moment' reaction, denying rational behaviour
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asserted by rational models. This practice often resulted in incremental or marginal achievement of policy.

For example, the installation of Maximo computer software required further technical assistance from

Australia because management was uncertain of their information needs during the PWDAP

implementation. (PWD Interim Project Meeting, Apia, Dec., 1994). Again such an expensive misjudgement

on the part of management is taken for granted based on two fundamental reasons; (a) that aid fund will be

available particularly with Australia's objective of sustainability and (b) its government operation, 'in

government there's no such thing as a mistake, since nobody really knows what's going to happen.

After all, nothing succeeds as planned' (Good as Gold).

7.7 CASE STUDY FOUR - PUSH FOR TECHNICAL TRAINING

7.7.1 Brief Overview

As discussed in Chapter Six, the idea of a Polytechnic was initiated by a consultancy report (Stain 1984)

and supported by an AIDAB study in 1986. Australia's objective in pushing for an institutional

strengthening project was to 'enable WSTI to contribute better to the emerging development needs of

Western Samoa' thereby enhancing the private sector role in national development:

We believe that a confident and growing private sector is one of the keys to the success of
any trade and investment strategy. To repeat an old truism, "Governments Don't Trade,
Business Does (Bilney 1994:12).

Developments at WSTI during the 1980s relied heavily on New Zealand, Australia, Japan, UNDP and

CFTC. The reasons for upgrading the WSTI into a Polytechnic were twofold; to provide opportunities for

students after senior secondary schooling and to take advantage of donors' willingness to fund technical

and vocational education. The decision was made in 1988 and shelved until January 1993 because of

numerous complications including:

a) the Institute had a low profile and therefore required strategic marketing to the public;
b) it lacked qualified and experienced personnel in all fields identified as potential courses;
c) it was deficient in equipment;
d) it required additional buildings and maintenance of old ones; and
e) it was required to produce a viable financial strategy to safeguard against future financial

shortages.

Overall the major reasons for deferment was the lack of funding. These shortfalls cannot be met by a single

donor. Once Government decided to upgrade the institute, the over-arching complication was the co-

ordination of different donors. A host of various donors for the WSP are provided in Figure 6.6. The

discussion of the WSP will be confined mainly to the Polytechnic decision and the complications arising

therefrom,
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7.7.2 Findings

Table 7.5 below provides findings regarding the decision by the WSG to upgrade WSTI into a Polytechnic.

Table 7.5: Findings of Case Study Four

Factors Affecting Aid Policies Ratings

Policy processes

(a) inadequate consultation +++

(b) unclear goals +++

Institutional/Variables

(d) cumbersome procedures +++

(e) interministerial disputes +++

The public and first intake of students' main concern with WSP is the potential of its management to

achieve the prescribed goals. This concern relates to the ability of management to solicit government and

other institutions' financial support. Given its financial constraint the concerns were twofold:

(a) ability of the WSP management and Government to entice assistance from donors; and

(b) ability of the management to produce viable financial strategies.

Other concerns raised by interviewees derive from processes such as (a) inadequate consultation between

the WSP, donors and government institutions, and (b) absence of a realistic strategy linking WSP with

educational development, and development at the macro level. These concerns were real given the struggles

experienced by the NUS because of funding and staff shortages. The WSG's decisions leading to the

establishment of NUS in 1984 and the idea of upgrading the WSTI into a Polytechnic in 1988 lacked an

integrated long-term strategy reflecting on the labour market requirements, financial and manpower

capacity. Reports by Australia (AIDAB 1989a) and New Zealand (MERT 1990) highlighted these

concerns.

7.7.2.1 Defects in the Policy Formulation

Given a focus of this case study is on policy formulation, several defects in the decision confirm the

concerns noted in Table 7.5.
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The most obvious concern is the disjointed nature of the policy making process in Western Samoa. The

decision to have a Polytechnic lacks an integrated strategy setting out its role in the education sector vis-a-

vis other tertiary institutions like NUS and non-governmental institutes noted in Chapter Two, as well as

training establishments like the PWD and PSC training divisions. This concern is shared by donors with

Australia concentrating its criticism on the absence of a proper plan:

...a realistic and coherent education plan for the Institute needs to be developed 	 The
implications of WSTI developing further as a Polytechnic could be outlined in such a plan
(AIDAB 1989a:18).

The observation by the NZ Ministry of External Relations and Trade highlighted the lack of education

planning at the macro level emphasising the need for comprehensive and forward planning of the education

system by the WSG:

No document has ever been produced outlining a comprehensive national strategy for
education in Western Samoa. This again leads to a lack of direction for WSTI, and,
combined with a lack of a manpower plan for WESTERN SAMOA, provides further
difficulties in former planning (New Zealand MERT 1990, 14).

The absence of concerted planning could well mean WSG 11RD priorities fall short of addressing

manpower requirements in view of anticipated development. This means the drive for better HRD results is

frustrated by the fragmented nature of policy making in Western Samoa. (WSG representatives, Pers.

Comms., Dec., 1992). Management's deficiencies are further reflected by its inability to collate WSP

activities with other AIDAB projects like PWDAP which absorbed mechanical graduates.

The second concern relates to the above but more so because of the inability of the WSP to link its courses

or curriculum with the labour market orientation:

The lack of specific linkages between industry and WSTI caused a number of difficulties:
in particular the curriculum for trade and training has been changed recently without
consultation with the Apprenticeship Council and the majority of employers spoken to
expressed real concern about this (New Zealand MERT, 1990:19).

A consequence of this defect is evident in the number of WSP graduates unable to find employment upon

completion of their courses in December 1994. Though PWD takes most of the Mechanical graduates

employment opportunities within the formal sector are limited. Similar difficulties face the NUS graduates

who major in Samoan studies and History. These graduates have little hope of employment elsewhere

except with the DoE, yet they are constrained by the lack of teaching experience.
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Donors' insistence on strategic project planning is well meaning but does it really make any difference?

Apart from the reports on WSTI by New Zealand (1990) and Australia (1989) PSC produced a HRD plan

for the government service and the Department of Labour provided a national manpower plan, but the

implementation of both plans has been disjointed. It appears that sophisticated techniques and strategic

plans become meaningless unless political commitment is guaranteed and resources including skilled people

are available to effect them. Comments by the Deputy Director of Postal and Telecommunication services

in relation to the ADB consultants remarks about the Board membership for the proposed

Telecommunication corporatisation is interesting:

....the ADB consultants are merely wasting their time providing those commercial ideals,
like other statutory bodies the politicians will make sure they are members of the Board
(WSG representative, Pers.Comm., 25/1'95).

This comment and outcomes discussed above send a clear message: incremental and ad hoc decision-

making processes are perpetuated by political interests rather than hard economic reality. The government's

operating philosophy is being seen to be doing something regardless of the future consequences of such

decisions.

The third concern relates to the co-ordination of donors' tasks. AIDAB was reluctant to continue its

assistance in a large scale way because of unclear guidelines on donors' roles. Too many donors with their

own agenda can easily lead to duplication. A misunderstanding between Australia and New Zealand below

reflects a co-ordination difficulty and once again inadequate consultation:

Given the lack of specificity in the AIDAB recommendations, the Australian office has
indicated to us that it would be appropriate for us to identify one or two subject areas in
which we would provide specific help in curriculum and staff upgrading and that the
Australians would steer clear of these areas in their own programme. We feel quite
confident, therefore, that what we are proposing in this report will not overlap or conflict
with anything that AIDAB or any other donor is likely to become involved with over the
next few years. (N.Z. Project Design Report, 1990:30).

AIDAB found the proposed PID inappropriate in scale and scope for the assistance
Australia can offer. A major constraint was the relative roles of various donors already
involved in assistance to WSTI (N.Z., Japan, UNDP). The AIDAB PID required close
implementation links with N.Z. who decided in 1992 that they preferred to proceed
independently and have now done so. WSG and Overseas Project Corporation of Victoria
(OPVC) were advised we would not proceed on the suggested implementation approach
(ACPAC Project Design Document for AIDAB, 1993:18).
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Insufficient information arising from inadequate consultation was evident in the findings and techniques

used by overseas donors in their feasibility studies. The UNDP Report (1989) which forecast student

intake, and which was used as the basis of the government decision to have a Polytechnic, was about 50

percent off target. Similarly, the use of a logical framework to assist decision making could not predict nor

explain the high drop out rates among second and third year students. It appears that each donor presented

a convincing proposal to make its assistance acceptable to government. The use of assessment techniques

by donors is therefore not employed to assist the WSG, but rather the donors in their own final decision

making.

The WSP management felt that delay in effecting this project was due largely to the absence in commitment

by all concerned because of weak co-ordination among the central departments. In fact weak co-ordination

and cumbersome intra and interministerial procedures were responsible for the poor profile of former

WSTI. Cumbersome bureaucratic procedures by Treasury affected the procurement of required equipment

and machines vital to some courses, whilst PSC salary scale and occupational classification prevented

attracting staff with the right skills and calibre. Weak co-ordination was again evident in the delay in

finalising the regulatory and operational framework.

The difficulties were aggravated by the lack of support from the DoE which was the parent department of

WSTI, especially in issues of budget and personnel. Becoming an autonomous institute avoids these

difficulties.

7.8 RATINGS BY AUSTRALIANS AND WESTERN SAMOANS

Following is a summary of overall ratings by Australian and Western Samoans of case studies findings

discussed above. It is quite obvious from the summary in Table 7.6 that Australians see inadequate

consultation, cumbersome bureaucratic procedures, inter-ministerial disputes, deficient management skills,

weak legislations, policy enforcement and monitoring, and impact of faa-Samoa on work practices as the

main obstacles in aid policy formulation and implementation. Most Australians cited factors (a), (d), (e), (f)

and (i) as the main obstacles. Factor (a) is stated by interviewees as more important in three case studies

except PWDAP. Similarly factors (d), (e), (f) and (i) were indicated as more important in two different case

studies. These indications demonstrate that Australians feel that institutional variables or bureaucratic

structures and operations affect the effectiveness of the implementation of aid funded projects and

programmes.
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Table 7.6: Comparative Ratings between Australians and Western Samoans

Factors affecting Aid Policies Australia

Western

Samoa

Policies Processes

linkage

++++

++++

a. Inadequate consultation between participating
parties

b. Unclear programme/project goals and weak
with national development

+++

++++

Institutional Variables
++++d. Cumbersome bureaucratic procedures of budgeting

and recruitment processes

e. Interministerial disputes and clashes

+++

1111 +++

f. Deficient management capacity and skills ++++ +++

g. Weak co-ordination between the policy makers,
management and implementers

++++ +++

External Structural Conditions
++++

-H--H-

i. Weak legislation, policy enforcement activities
and monitoring

j. Impact of faa-Samoa on work parties

The indication that consultation is insufficient refers to the domestic policy process between Canberra and

universities, and Canberra and managing agents (SMEC and PWU). As such the top-down approach used

by AIDAB applies both to its interaction with Western Samoa and Australian firms contracted to manage

projects (See Chapter Nine for elaboration). Again one can make a conclusive statement that effectiveness

of aid policies does not lie with new delivery mechanisms and strategies, though they might work, unless

these new initiatives are explained clearly and in simple terms to the recipient bureaucrats.

Another peculiar indication drawn from the above summary is the fact that responses show that the bulk of

obstacles lie with the WSG rather than with the GoA, considering the affiliations of interviewees. But once

again it reflects another typical Samoan characteristic, for instance, it is disrespectful to criticise a person

openly and if a criticism is made its said in a polite way.
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In so far as the Samoan interviewees were concerned, the more significant factors identified as obstacles

had to do with the EMSS. Whilst Australians criticised Institution variables as responsible for

implementation subsequently a reformulation of the policy, the Samoans major criticisms came under the

Policy processes. Unsurprisingly most Samoans rated external or structural conditions or the impact of

Samoan traditions and customs as least significant. Samoan interviewees also recognised that important or

significant shortcomings had to do with the bureaucracy and the system of Government.

7.9 SIGNIFICANT FACTORS DURING POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

It appears from the above findings that more significant complications with aid policy making processes

occurred under institutional and policy processes sub-categories. The main drawback realised during policy

implementation according to the findings was ineffective communication between participating parties. This

begins at the policy formulation stage. The policy formulation process is flawed by the unavailability of

vital information, non-compliance of parties and incomprehensive investigation as apparent in the EMSS,

WSP and the ASAS programmes. The process is further hindered by excluding crucial parties from

consultation; for example, recipient governments as in the EMSS and ASAS, and Mechanical Workshop

staff as in the PWDAP.

Inadequate consultation particularly among central departments or institutions involved affected the degree

of compliance and commitment during implementation. Inadequate consultation with politicians and

management explains weak co-ordination. It also prohibits the clear linkage between programme goals and

national development as in the case of former WSTI, EMSS and ASAS, and forward planning. In all,

inadequate consultation demonstrates either poor managerial skills, lack of confidence because of limited

knowledge and experience, or unsuitability for the job. A Samoan expression 'o le uta ale poto o le fetalai',

sums up the problem of inadequate consultation caused by the high-handed attitude some people have.

Literally, it means 'knowledge, intelligence and wisdom are irrelevant unless one applies or shares it with

others'.

Institutional factors are also rated to have contributed significantly to unsuccessful implementation. From

the above discussion, bureaucratic procedures are applied selectively especially by central departments like
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Treasury and PSC, to have control, or to be seen as being more powerful than other government

departments. Bureaucratic procedures are necessary for accountability purpose but they can be abused by

bureaucrats to satisfy their own ego. It is this tendency to be powerful and self-preserving which created

inter and inter-departmental clashes and misunderstanding. Such behaviour was identified by interviewees

in negotiations between Treasury and PWD, between the former WSTI and the DoE main office, and

between PSC and departments' requests for ASAS.

In relation to theoretical accounts, Grindle (1980) observed that most involved parties tend to participate

during the implementation stage. Grindle emphasised that this behaviour is common in most Third World

Countries. This holds more truth in aid related policy making because often the implementing departments

are not represented in final negotiations. The bottlenecks are created by central departments like PSC,

Treasury and sometimes Foreign Affairs. The claim by the rational comprehensive model assuming that

policy making follows a sequence of events with information readily available for determination of the best

option is not borne out by findings from the above cases. In agreeing with Lindblom (1959) and Wildaysky

(1979), policy making is a continuous process involving modifications and revisions as new potential

obstacles unfolded. The outcomes also confirm that a policy is not a blue print but a series of many

decisions fashioned by their interdependency with the external environment. Subsequently, policy and

decision making processes occur with a great degree of disjointedness.

On the other hand, a comprehensive, well thought out policy may still become ineffective if institutions or

organisations withhold the dissemination of information from public knowledge. In such circumstances, the

essence of the bureaucratic politics model becomes more appropriate whereby policy making depends on

negotiational strategies and lobbying or interpersonal skills and tactics. The ineffective communication

tactics by SMEC resulted in resistance and resentment by PWD mechanical workshop employees.

Similarly the ineffective top-down approach by the GoA regarding the recruitment of a single agent to

manage ASAS in the Pacific resulted in non-compliance by most PICs. The ineffectiveness of approach in

the EMSS case resulted in further negotiations and frequent revisions of the scheme conditions.

Overall, the findings point to a need for a vast improvement in the conduct of central departments of the

government service, a more participatory and consultative process including all affected parties and

effective co-ordination of government functions by management.
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7.10 AUSTRALIA - WESTERN SAMOA:
PERCEPTIONS OF EACH OTHER

Australia has, in numerous circumstances, been accused by neighbours for its patronising attitude. 'The

Malaysians are not alone in feeling that Australia's propensity to lecture everyone on everything is

offensive' (The Australian, 8 April 1992). This patronising attitude and a patent dislike of migrants (Asian

in particular) by some sections of the population was paramount in the early 1980s (Harris 1991). From

time to time reportings of racism are still present in some major cities. So much so that, Prime Minister

Keating and the Foreign Office staff have campaigned hard to portray a caring Australia, hoping to mend

relations particularly with neighbouring Asian countries. Of course the PICs are only small players, be it in

aid or trade.

Sentiments, however, about Australia's condescending attitude are very much echoed among PICs. These

sentiments and perceptions derive from Australians' attitudes of the 'clever country'. Interestingly one

prominent Australian, the retiring High Court Chief Justice, Sir Anthony Mason recognises recipients'

perceptions, saying:

The dogmatic assertion of the superiority of our own values and of a belief that they should
be adopted by civilisations much older than our own is a form of cultural nationalism least
likely to promote our goals in Asia and the Pacific region (The Australian, Friday April 7,
1995).

The above comments generally reflect the paternalistic, patronising and ignorant attitude surrounding

Australia's aid policy process. Paternalism and patronage derive from Australia prescribing actions to

undertake despite the vast economic, socio-political and environmental differences between Australia and

Western Samoa. Without doubt Australia's experiences may be useful in certain areas but assuming

similarities and ignoring the differences in cultures is, in blunt Australian colloquial terms, plain ignorant.

The Minister acknowledges the importance of traditions and socio-cultural values in PICs' economic

development, yet, the address largely attacks those same values. The cited comments and the tone of this

address tend to say Australia understands PICs' problems, nevertheless you have to do this and that

because Australia has done them. Having emphasised the PICs (Western Samoa) responsibility for defining

their national policies, the Minister went on to say that these policies must include private sector

development. Effectively the implication is, Australia will allow Western Samoa to choose which option to

take but choice (a) is the best, moreover if Western Samoa complies then Australia will provide aid. The

approach discourages independent thinking and perpetuates the circumstances which aid is supposedly
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designed to remedy. The fact that Australia prescribes what to do substantiates the author's claim in

Chapter Eight that sustainable development is perceived through Australian lenses.

This attitude is apparent in case studies discussed earlier. Even the enlightened ACPAC approach is not

immune from the patronising attitude. This has been exhibited by some of its contracted trainers and has

led to them being refused by a recipient country for stage two of the programme. Anecdotes from EMSS,

PWDAP, ASAS and WSP display Australia's arrogant attitude simply implying 'we know better, and since

it is our money you have a choice to accept it with all conditions or say nay'. Realistically 'aid, as far as

Australia is concerned, is part of a government sponsored export programme, of Australian expertise and

goods' (McCall 1992, 4). A positive outcome of Australia's 'come on' approach signifies that aid is a give

and take process. If Western Samoa does its homework and does it well, compromises could be minimised.

In relation to theory, Western Samoa's perception of Australia's approach would rest very deeply with the

top-down or centre-periphery perspectives.

On the other hand, Australian diplomats, some AIDAB officials, consultants and expatriate workers

perceived Western Samoa's policy making as disjointed, inflated and influenced by socio-cultural and

political imperatives. These characteristics are outcomes of many factors. They include having false

aspirations leading to over ambitious development goals against limited resources, cumbersome

bureaucratic procedures, and moreover the unpreparedness of policy makers to take risks. In brief, the

policies are economically non-viable but socio-politically impressive and grand.

Australia's perception is also shared by other donors. The following assessment of Western Samoa's

presentation at the UNDP RTM in Geneva indicates the quality of Western Samoa's policy making process:

Western Samoa's fourth round table meeting was notable for its non-controversial
discussion and shallow outcome.

The Western Samoa RTM was held on 30 May with a delegation of three led by the
Minister of Economic Development. The depth of discussion was nowhere near that of the
Fiji meeting held the previous day, probably consistent with the sensitisation discussions
held some weeks ago in Canberra.

The delegation did not press any significant bilateral issues with us apart from an evident
wish to reinstate the postponed High Level Consultations if possible in early August.

(Confidential Inward Cablegram from Geneva Office to Canberra, UNDP Round Table
Meetings, June 1990, 2).
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The above assessment of Western Samoa says a lot about the country's policy making process,

incomprehensiveness, lack of vision, absence of strategic forward planing and the tendency 'not to rock the

boat' but to go along with whatever is given. The authoritarian style of government is good for political

stability but stifles creativity and assertiveness. In fact with competition dominating the global policy scene,

proactiveness is the order of the day. Given the Western Samoa policy scenario, the above assessment is

not surprising.

7.11 SUMMARY

From the above findings, it appears that successful policy implementation depends on realistic policy

formulation. This success ranges from clarity of policy guidelines in relation to the tasks, time frame, and

resources required; strong regulatory and enforcement activities, and the commitment and acceptance of the

policy at the political level, management level, operational level or implementers and the general public are

essential.

It is obvious from the above findings that ineffectiveness observed in aid policy lies largely in the poor,

inadequate and insufficient consultation at diverse levels of the policy process. Inadequate and unreliable

information for effective policy decisions is evident in Canberra's indecisiveness regarding ASAS queries

and constant revisions of the EMSS. Similarly, it is also evident in Western Samoa between the

implementing departments and central departments. The introduction of managing agents added another

layer, defeating effective consultation and co-ordination.

The first two case studies provide evidence of the weaknesses in consultation and co-ordination between all

participation parties. Consequently, once a policy decision is made the commitment and support of

management and implementers are scanty. The third case study noted the more significant problem was

with institutional procedures and functional differences. On the whole, the problems or complications with

the policy making process appear to be with policy processes and institutional factors including

management commitment, participatory consultation, poor co-ordination, and absence of clear

programme/project goals and forward planning.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CASE STUDIES: FASHIONABLE IDEAS AND IMPLICATIONS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter Eight examines two interrelated issues; emerging themes or patterns apparent in Australia's aid

policies and implications of these themes in relation to Western Samoa. Themes advocated in Australia' s

aid policy decisions have the essential components of the WB's structural adjustment policies; trade policy,

resource mobilisation, efficient use of resources and institutional reforms. The themes discussed below are

drawn primarily from the first four case studies considered in Chapter Seven, and relevant AIDAB policy

documentation. The fifth case study, ACPAC, is referred to selectively in this Chapter because its

operational mandate was conceived during the structural reforms in the Australian public service.

Invariably, ACPAC reinforces and consolidates Australia's aid policy objectives of the 1990s.

The selected case studies illustrate the incorporation of concepts highlighted in Section 7.2., paragraph 2.

During the 1980s Australian aid policy preferences were shaped effectively by economic rationales. This

coincides with the summary of aid evolution in Table 3.1. Consider Hon Gordon Bilney's address to the

Foreign Correspondents' Association highlighting Australia's stance:

The end of the Cold War has brought, if not a new international order, then certainly a new
international agenda. New conflicts have erupted, new opportunities have arisen. The
conclusion of the Uruguay round has brought a significant liberalisation of international
trade and placed a premium on trading competitiveness. Rapidly the world is rearranging
itself around new structures, driven for the most part by newly evolving economic
relationships, rather than more traditional security concerns (Bilney 1994, 2,3).

Later the tone changed from descriptive realism to prescriptive assertions of what recipient governments

must do:

There is now effectively no realistic alternative to competition and the pursuit of
comparative advantage (Bilney 1994, 12).

The policy shifts include changes in practices, the 'user pays' option rather than subsidisation as in the

EMSS programme; strengthening of institutional delivery procedures evident in the hiring of managing

agents (PWU and SMEC), to improve accountability; aid transparency for self-sufficiency as in PWDAP

and EMSS; and the assurance of the vital roles of technical and vocational institutions in boosting private

sector development (WSP).
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Undoubtedly, the sentiments expressed above by the Minister of Overseas Development Assistance

signified Australia's push for trade instead of aid. Frankly it would be a missed opportunity if Australia and

the PICs cannot learn from the economic success of South East Asian countries given their nearness. The

push for trade is central to Hon. Gordon Bilney's acknowledgement that 'the world is rearranging itself

around new structures, driven for the most part by newly evolving economic relationships'. Given

prevailing global development, the four case studies are designed with commercialisation themes or

rationales in mind under the economic concept of 'sustainability' or 'sustainable development'.

8.2 ADDRESSING SUSTAINABILITY

The determining issue responsible for the donors' policy shift is the realisation that aid management has

been ineffective. This ineffectiveness could mean that either aid policies did not respond to international

changes or were responsive but affected by administrative practices:

effective aid programs are responsive to international trends. The 1990s have brought
dramatic political, social and economic changes, both within Australia and in the global
arena, which affect our development assistance policies (McKillop 1992, 1).

Sustainable development, an international rhetoric, 'has been defined in a variety of ways by various

interest groups to suit their own agendas'. (Boer 1992, 2). The concept has became the core of Australian

aid policy objective:

Australia's commitment to the principles of ecologically sustainable development were first
announced in the Prime Minister's 1989 statement on the Environment, Our Country Our
Future (Kerin 1992, 13).

By 1994, the Minister for Pacific Island Affairs and Overseas Development Assistance stresses:

As you are all aware, the concept of sustainable development has taken on increasing
international importance since the conclusion of the United Nations Conference on
Development - UNCED - in 1992. I believe that it is essential for the future development of
the region that this concept form the basis of national government policies (Bilney 1994, 4).

The Minister went on to identify areas in need of sustained development practices. These include, sound

national policies to address priority environmental issues such as population growth, fisheries, logging,

coastal zone management, public sector reform and private sector development. From these prescriptions,

sustainable development include policy re-assessment and structural reforms. Hon John Kerin, former
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Minister of Australian ODA asserted that sustainable development must integrate economic, ecological,

social and cultural aspects. Accordingly:

Sustainability is about questions of equity and social justice, the distribution of wealth,
access to education, and the right of all people to have a recognised role in making
decisions which affect their future (Kerin 1992, 13).

Given this definition, two issues need clarification in relation to aid policies. It appears that sustainable

development addresses the interest of Australia not recipient governments. If, however, sustainable

development according to the above concepts signifies Australia is concerned with the recipient

governments' wellbeing, this is paradoxical because the general public of recipient governments have little

or no say in decisions affecting their future. Exclusion of projects beneficiaries can be seen as a reason why

projects are not sustained. Or perhaps the policy makers in Canberra do not know that aid consultations

hardly ever involved beneficiaries. Assuming the democratic processes visible in Australia are alive in most

recipient countries is false. If findings from Chapter Seven are used as benchmarks to assess sustainability,

the above definition would never materialise because even consultation between Australia and recipient

governments are pre-determined. Similarly, decisions by recipient governments are made by a minority

group consisting of several politicians and senior bureaucrats.

With that in mind, the researcher argues that the concept of sustainability is misleading because it refers to

the financial viability of the aid programme not necessarily the development aspirations of recipient

governments. Evidence of which is fundamental to the argument by the radical left whereby consultations

are restricted to those in power including bureaucrats because of their proximity to the policy makers.

Moreover, development priority of recipient governments are manufactured by bureaucrats sometimes

advancing their interests. Whether these needs reflect those of the rural community is quite another matter.

Accordingly, the concept is better substituted as appropriate and sensible development to safeguard the

ecological, social and economic deployment of resources for the preservation of future generations.

AIDAB's shift in aid policy targets recipient governments' management, delivery and monitory functions, in

other words recipient governments' management practices, organisation structures and operating

procedures. With the hope to avoid another 'loss decade' of development, Australia and other aid donors

have in the late 1980s increasingly adopted commercialisation imperatives to realise sustainable

development (See Chapter Three). Elaborating on each imperative is vital to appreciate Australia's

perspective (as well as other donors), and to understand its implications on Western Samoa. The conclusion

of this Chapter is further clarified in Chapter Nine where approaches to decision making by Australia and

Western Samoa are assessed.
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8.2.1 Rationalisation of AIDAB functions

The verb 'rationalise' is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as "make (an industry) more efficient by

scientifically reducing or eliminating waste of labour, time or materials" (1982, 859). An obvious outcome

from the case studies considered in this thesis is AIDAB's efforts to eliminate wastage by adopting

corporate management principles to pursue sustainable development. The rationalisation efforts

strategically considered AIDAB functions, practices and structure.

8.2.1.1 Contracting of Managing Agency

One of the most noticeable shifts in Australian aid policy and an offshoot of commercialisation is sub-

contracting. Since the 1980s AIDAB has sub-contracted the management of projects and programmes to a

private sector agency. It is a fashionable belief today that private sector practices are more efficient,

effective and economical. The belief relates to private sector management practices impacting on

productivity, time and cost variables. For instance, SMEC who managed the PWDAP specified clear work

goals to be achieved within a specific timeframe, employing a specific number of workers and within a

specific budget allocation. As discussed in earlier Chapters, SMEC often expressed frustrations because of

central departments' excessive control affecting work targets. Fundamental to SMEC's claim is the fact that

the WSG bureaucratic structure and procedures are detrimental to most efforts to progress. Subsequently,

SMEC recommended the corporatisation of the Mechanical Workshop at Vaitele thus:

Examine feasibility of developing the PWD Mechanical Section as a corporate organisation
in the later stages of the project. This will also include a progressive review of the
Government's assessments and proposals on privatisation of current PWD functions
(AIDAB 1990c, 15).

In 1992 the SMEC Team Leader wrote:

I have concluded that we should very actively investigate and establish the basis for
corporatisation and subsequently joint venture operation for PWD Mechanical Workshops
and associated stores (Local Memo to Mechanical Plant Manager, 17 Feb 1992).

Effectively, AIDAB's strategy of hiring a managing agent also reinforces the transfer of preferred

procedures and practices on recipient governments. Operating practices of private sector agents satisfy

AIDAB's accountability objective. Moreover, monitory reportings done on monthly basis by SMEC

provide useful information for the formulation of future strategies.
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In addition, AIDAB's belief on uniformity and standardisation for efficient, effective and economical

operations was fundamental in the contracting of PWU to manage ASAS. Hiring or sub-contracting is

widely practiced by AIDAB currently. The rationalisation of public operations, sub-contracting and user

pays were central to structural and operational changes giving birth to ACPAC, EMSS, PWDAP and

ASAS.

8.2.1.2 Devolution of line responsibilities

Another form of rationalisation pursued by AIDAB is the devolution or delegation of its functions to

implementing institutions. This strategy has international roots following allegations that ineffectiveness

and complications encountered during implementation derive from centralised controls. Devolution or

decentralisation of functions anticipates efficient and effective daily operations, reduction of office

overheads and empowerment of implementers. The EMSS policy contributed to the establishment of IPO at

universities to carry out administrative tasks performed previously by AIDAB. Beside routine

administrative functions, IPOs are also responsible for marketing university courses overseas. Previously,

this task engaged many government agencies; DEET, IDP, AIDAB, some universities and the High

Commission staff at recipient countries. Although AIDAB may have been successful in the devolution of

responsibilities to IPOs, it does not necessarily equate to effective policy implementation. Having IPOs at

hosting institutions instantly assists students' queries but most queries affecting national policy issues like

visas and health insurances, are still referred to either Sydney or Canberra.

In relation to short-term training, AIDAB's preference now is in-country training rather than centralisation

in Sydney. It is believed that in-country training whereby AIDAB sends its trainers to the recipient country

is more cost-effective than having a couple of trainees come to Sydney. Apart from the cost-effectiveness

aspect, in-country training entails little disruption to trainees' families and work. Devolution and

decentralisation works closely with other measures by AIDAB such as the transparency of Australian aid

to the recipient government. The catch of course is, effectiveness depends on the knowledge, skills and

abilities of employees' at the hosting country to facilitate and consolidate training programmes. Comments

from ACPAC staff relating to the capacity of the WSG training personnel have not been positive. The

comment was made in relation to the absence of clearly stated programme goals within a specific time

frame and how these programmes link to identified national development objectives (Pers.comm., Apia,

Dec. 1993). In other words, the concern by the AIDAB officer was the inability of Western Samoa' s

training personnel to do a comprehensive impact assessment of training programmes conducted already.

Feedback from such an exercise will greatly enhance future training strategies and programmes.
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8.2.1.3 Restructuring of organisations

AIDAB also rationalised its operations by reforming its organisation structure, introducing new systems

and downsizing its staff for transparent operations. This option was identified by AIDAB as crucial to the

achievement of sustained economic development:

reform of the public sector, frequently involving both reducing its size and role and
improving its quality, to ensure that it operates in an efficient and transparent way (AIDAB
1992d, 6).	 •

Restructuring of AIDAB affected its functional responsibilities resulting in employees being made

redundant or redeployed elsewhere. The restructuring of ACPAC reflects the decision to streamline

operations, avoid duplication, reduce costs and improve co-ordination. The responsibilities of two divisions

constituting ACPAC are much more transparent. The policy orientations will eventually change AIDAB's

mandate affecting senior staff members. In relation to EMSS, a senior staff of AIDAB commented the

establishment of IPOs at universities was primarily to absorb AIDAB's displaced employees (Pers. comm.,

Canberra, July 1992).

A significant policy shift is AIDAB's promotion of programme budgeting rather than untied aid noticeably

in the case of PNG. This policy shift impacts on AIDAB's Finance Division and personnel ceiling overall,

and undoubtedly Treasury procedures because untied aid to PNG accounts for some A$300m. This is a

positive decision in so far as Australia is concerned because it means better value for aid dollar and the

shift reinforces accountability and transparency. The policy corresponds with Australia's commitment to

private sector participation as explored earlier in this thesis.

All these policy shifts indicate that previous delivery mechanisms, practices and institutional procedural

arrangements have been inappropriate in attaining positive aid outcome:

In short, whatever policies we've been following in the South Pacific - and by 'we' I mean
island countries and donor countries alike - are demonstrably not working (Bilney 1994, 6).

...it is only reasonable to assume that the preparedness of investors and aid partners alike to
continue to play a role in the South Pacific will depend on how well individual countries
formulate and implement the economic and structural reforms necessary for sustainable
economic development (Bilney 1994, 7).

The interpretation is that island countries should learn from Australia's experiences or otherwise these

reforms would be imparted indirectly through the aid programmes. The over-arching message is to
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rationalise public service institutional practices, procedures and structures.

8.2.2 Accountability another magic concept

Associated with the adoption of corporate management principles is AIDAB's push for greater

accountability in aid management. This realisation implied that both AIDAB and recipient governments'

financial procedures were ineffective, preventing the realisation of aid goals in most educational

programmes, and prolonging dependency:

HRD will continue in the future as a major instrument for development assistance,
particularly in the Pacific. Given its significance, there is a strong case for making sure that
"lessons learnt" from our large involvement in this sector are being fed back into actual
programming. We consider it important that AIDAB is, and is seen to be, evaluating,
planning and managing its inputs to this sector at a level appropriate to its importance. We
cannot credibly claim that we are doing that now. Indeed, the absence of basic data, or
AIDAB initiated reviews and evaluations, in such a significant sector leaves AIDAB
exposed (AIDAB internal memo. 1992, 4,5).

Several strategies are pushed by Australia so that aid disbursement is accounted for effectively by

responsible agencies. Accountability demands the institutionalisation of workable structures, appropriate

practices and procedures which are articulated in association with other strategies. Such practices include

the carrying out of reviews and evaluations frequently for appropriate future actions.

8.2.2.1 User Pays concept

The introduction of the user pay idea imposed accountability on all parties for services received or

conducted. Its adoption has several advantages. It forces the managing agents or recipient governments to

manage and control resources effectively, enhancing forward planning and programme budgeting. In other

words, aid funds disbursed must be recorded against work done or productivity. It also ensures sufficient

funds for the continuity or sustainability of the project or programme, arresting the recurrent cost problem

faced by recipient governments. The user pays could minimise the reliance on government handouts. It

facilitates the retention of skilled employees because the agency can afford to offer competitive salary

packages. Overall, the user pay principle means operating as a profit making organisation with clear work

goals and self-sufficiency as its ultimate target. The user pay concept benefits the institutions and is

considered viable in the case of EMSS, ACPAC and the WSP. Its visibility in the PWDAP and ASAS will

never be realised unless the Mechanical Workshop is corporatised and the WSG pays for technical

assistance (SMEC and AIDAB staff, Pers. comm., April 1993).
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8.2.2.2 Institutional Strengthening

Institutional strengthening is a project based strategy AIDAB appears to promotes to strengthen

management practices, organisation structures and staff skill levels. This objective was the basis of

AIDAB's assistance to the WSP. AIDAB also assisted with training instructors, providing buildings,

equipment and curriculum development even the training of two people earmarked to manage the Institution

once it was upgraded. Similarly AIDAB's pipeline institutional strengthening project with PWD is to

consolidate the PWDAP objectives. At the core of this project is strengthening of work systems,

procedures and employees' practices. AIDAB in collaboration with the Asian Development Bank are

funding an institutional strengthening project for Treasury to address the latter's deficiencies. This project

is to assist the management install appropriate financial control measures and accounting procedures. The

overriding objective is to improve and strengthen the absorptive capacity of the Treasury Department

particularly the Planning and Policy Division and the Finance Division. In order to achieve the above

objective, the goal of the project is:

to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Treasury so that it can make the maximum
contribution to sustained economic development, while still satisfying broad social and
environmental goals (AusAid, Vol.3, Oct. 1995, p.6).

8.2.3 Transparency and Trade instead of Aid

At several forums between Australia and recipient governments, trade instead of aid has been emphasised

as a more sustainable option. Again the strategy is to avoid the continuous dependency on aid. The

Ministerial Policy Paper highlighted:

The program for the remainder of the 1990s will be based on an understanding that broad-
based economic growth is essential to generate the resources necessary for sustained
growth. While all parts of the aid program contribute to economic growth in developing
countries, specific attention will be given to private sector development, including policy
dialogue on macro-economic frameworks, and the promotion of micro-enterprise
development (Karin 1992, 3).

Trade shifts the focus from public sector to the private sector and thereby encourages recipient countries to

take more initiatives and take advantage of special agreements like the SPARTECA accord between PICs,

Australia and New Zealand.
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Australian interests in pushing the option of trade instead of aid encourages greater liberalisation of

trading policies. The preference for project aid instead of untied aid confirms Australia's focus on the

business sector to take advantage of commercial opportunities outside Australia. The push for project aid

strategically assists Australian investors through easy access to recipient countries. The former Minister of

Overseas Aid (and Trade), Dr. Neil Blewett argued:

The goals of trade and overseas development assistance complement and support, with over
90 percent of goods and services provided under the aid program originating here in
Australia (Focus Vol.5, No.1, April 1990, 6).

Australians admitted the aid and trade nexus is frankly, 'even treated as a virtue' (McCall 1992:3). In all,

'aid as far as Australia is concerned, is part of a government sponsored export programme of Australian

expertise and goods' (McCall 1992, 4).

8.3 CORPORATISATION AND PRIVATISATION

The crucial issue in all new aid strategies and policy shifts is public sector structural practices and

procedural reforms. Central to structural reform is adoption by the public sector of corporate management

principles and flatter organisation structures. It follows that the public sector must reassess its functions

and relinquish commercial oriented activities to the private sector. An example of this is SMEC's argument

noted earlier regarding the PWD Mechanical Workshop status. Similar arguments resulted in the

corporatisation of the Water Authority (previously under PWD), Fire Brigade from the PM's department

and soon Telecommunications. Such beliefs are associated with the radical right's perspective and universal

development perspectives which are central to the WB and IMF thinking. Both EMSS and ASAS have

been modified and designed to accommodate these changes. Concepts like accountability,

commercialisation and cost-effectiveness are sound strategies to ensure aid objectives are achieved. But it

can be argued that changes are effected because they conform with trends and that decision makers identify

with that ideology:

The public service, it seems, can only retain legitimacy by changing the way it is managed,
or appears to be managed, to reflect ideas about what constitutes good management, which
will typically be based on private sector ideas. The result is that change is not introduced to
solve a specific problem, but to express ideological commitment (Stewart and Walsh 1992,
500).

The adoption of market principles in Australia's aid management reflects more than just external influences.
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Aid management and related administrative machinery are fashioned by the government's current

ideological beliefs. Policies of the present Australian Labor Party have adjusted according to these

ideological shifts. Its aid policy promotes along commercial development in the Pacific. The 1992 aid

policy paper by AIDAB states:

while humanitarian concerns remain at the centre of our aid program, the program also
contributes to Australia's wider strategic and economic interests by encouraging more
prosperous democratic and market-oriented societies (AIDAB 1992d, 8).

In 1994, Australia's stance was obvious:

It is now generally accepted that the private sector could contribute much more
substantially in the future to economic growth and employment in the region, for example
small-scale manufacturing, agriculture, fisheries and tourism (Bilney, 1994, 12).

Although equitable distribution and social justice are fundamental principles of most Labor governments,

options pursued by the present ALP sometimes contradict its ideological standing. For instance, Indonesia

is second to PNG in terms of Australia's bilateral aid allocations, yet its record on human rights contradicts

the emphasis by AIDAB on humanitarian concerns. Indonesia is becoming one of the small tigers of

ASEAN, this together with its strong military and location impinge on Australia's aid policies. This

example reflects Australia's economic interests overriding humanitarian concerns.

8.4 IMPLICATIONS OF POLICY SHIFTS ON WESTERN SAMOA

As discussed in Chapter Seven, there are numerous obstacles involved in transferring decisions made in

Canberra to be implemented in Western samoa or any other recipient country. The consultation process

verifies some obstacles, especially resource constraints, structure and systems, but the outputs are often

compromised to suit AIDAB conditions. This means that culturally related obstacles are often unaccounted

for. The most common obstacles encountered by the top-down approach are sub-divided into three

categories following analyses and findings in Chapter Seven. These include policy procedural implications,

institutional implications and external structural implications.

Overwhelmingly, the findings highlight inadequate consultation and weak co-ordination between the two

countries, and between participating parties be responsible for complications experienced in the policy

making processes. Given this scenario, certain arguments can be asserted. Firstly, it could be that Western
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Samoa reacted obstructively against Australian interventions. Secondly, Australia intervened regardless of

the WSG's reactions. Thirdly, inadequate consultation between Australia and Western Samoa leads to

misunderstanding and further complications. Let us consider each argument.

8.4.1 Western Samoas reaction to interventions

The most crucial lesson of Australian policies is the reluctance of Samoans to change the status quo.

Elements of this tendency have been dealt with in Chapters Five, Six and Seven. Samoans defend their

traditions and customs which means new changes are not easily accepted. In the bureaucratic domain, most

practices and procedures are NZ based. Although governmental functions have undergone some changes,

procedures have remained very much the same. Examples of these are the selection procedures for the

Western Samoa scholarship scheme, selection and recruitment procedures as in the PSC Act (1977) and

Manuals, and Samoans' perceptions of education. The perception that university studies in metropolitan

countries are superior to regional universities has affected HRD efforts. This perception is deep rooted and

can be categorised as a colonial hangover from the NZ times.

The example indicates that Samoans' find it hard to accept new ideas, especially when initiatives undermine

the traditional power structure. The introduction of EMSS and Australia's proposal of new strategies to

address effective scholarship selection remove the control WSG decision makers used to consolidate their

power base. With regards to the introduction of new initiatives to government operations, most senior

bureaucrats are reluctant because of their fear of the unknown, are possibly threaten by them, or are

unwilling to learn. In all, changes are occurring rapidly but the people are ill-prepared, through training and

education, to cope, understand and accept them. The reluctance to change is rooted both in the bureaucratic

machinery and in society generally.

8.4.2 Australia's interventions

There are several reasons associated with Australia's initiatives. First Australian intervention is an indirect

way to inform the WSG policy makers that national development policies, priorities and procedures are

outdated and inappropriate. Secondly Australia is filling a vacuum resulting from an inward looking policy

process which is slow to respond to changing external social and economic trends.

One cannot deny that aid has altruistic rationales. The Australian government policy shifts and directions

promoting trade and commercial interests mirror international development trends. Australia is also

signalling that there is no guarantee that future levels of aid will be maintained. The introduction of
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commercial strategies into public sector management is to eradicate common implementation problems

regarding limited resources, both physical and personnel. The idea of 'user pays' is to sustain development

efforts through revenue collected. In HRD, Australia has indicated preference to support vocational and

technical institutes because they consolidate the above strategic measures. Acceptance by the Western

Samoa policy makers is difficult because some changes involve a shift in the power base to the private

sector.

On the other hand, there is a possibility that Australia perceives a vacuum in Western Samoa's policy

making process. The claim by the Minister for Pacific Island Affairs that PICs policies could be ineffective

indicates that policy makers are either unaware of international developments or are simply left behind

because of their own choices. This could be the message underlying Australia's new delivery mechanisms,

development emphasis and strategies. In that regard, interventions by Australia are looked upon by the

researcher as positive. The deficiency is that the mechanism used by the GoA to effect them involved little

consultation. Following are the implications drawn from Australian aid policy important to this thesis.

8.4.3 Inadequate Consultation - Misunderstanding and Complications

8.4.3.1 Institutional Implications

The strategies discussed above and pursued by Australia as crucial in achieving sustained development

could be categorised as institutional in nature. But these have positive and negative implications to Western

Samoa.

Sustainable development according to Hon Gordon Bilney, should form the basis of national government

policies. This is more so for island countries such as Western Samoa with limited resources and a high

degree of dependency on aid and remittances. But the prescriptions given by Australia as panacea to

sustained development have negative implications. The author argues the concept of sustainability or

sustainable development is perceived in accordance with Australia's socio-economic circumstances,

structures and practices. Using the popular differentiation based on economic standards, Australia is a

developed country whilst Western Samoa is categorically a less developed country. Within that broad

spectrum, any prescription by a donor without an understanding of the recipient's complex socio-economic

and political variables is likely to be a mismatch. Australia's understanding of sustainable development is

appropriate with its economic status and development standards. It is wealthy in natural resources, has a

skilled and mobile labour force, has developed financial systems and access to domestic and international
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banks, has adequate legislation, policies and institutions to effect them, has active pressure and interest

groups, and much more important, sustained development is compatible with Australia's individualistic

culture.

Let's take the options prescribed by Australia and assess their viability in relation to the Western Samoa

context.

The hiring of managing agents like SMEC and PWU were conducted on criteria defined and acceptable to

AIDAB. These criteria are not subjected to scrutiny by recipient countries. Although these managing agents

may have satisfied Australia or AIDAB selection processes, they are contracted to work in Western Samoa.

If sustained development is to be achieved, the WSG or any recipient of Australian aid should have a say in

the selection criteria and process. It was mentioned earlier that AIDAB' s choice of PWU to manage ASAS

in the Pacific region was not supported by all PICs. Issues fundamental to its rejection were country

specific and quite diverse: PICs sovereignty; differences in PIC's preferences; the possibility that the more

qualified contract officers would prefer working for Fiji rather than a small island like Tuvalu; and bad

experiences with PWU previously as an ASAS recruiting agent; and so forth.

Similarly, the contracting of SMEC to manage the PWDAP was to satisfy AIDAB requirements. SMEC is

regarded highly in Australia because of its professionalism and extensive involvement in road construction.

SMEC is a profit making organisation and this goal influences its management approach and perception of

work practices. As discussed in Chapter Seven, SMEC disapproval of centralised bureaucratic procedural

controls, PWD operating systems and Samoans' carefree work practices impact on the project. Instead

SMEC pursued a corporate management style to implementation with flatter organisation structures to

ensure efficiency. It produced elaborate details of specific activities and targets within a specific timeframe

and a logical framework. Similarly, the procurement of required materials and equipments had time tags.

The implications of SMEC's management preferences on the PWD Mechanical Workshop and the whole

department were numerous. It demanded structural reforms, proper career paths for employees, strict

controls at the workplace, training and more training to consolidate its efforts. This affected PWD

divisional work schedules, created extensive workloads between PWD, Treasury and PSC and additional

budget provisions. Like all aid funded projects there are enormous hidden costs on the recipient

government, a simple fact often ignored by donors. In so far as staffing is concerned, SMEC's demands

demoralised some of the long serving employees who were not used to such working practices.
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At the completion of the PWDAP, the sustainability of its computerised systems (Maximo series 3), new

practices and structural reforms are still questionable. There is an Interim Project by a different Australian

firm, the Overseas Project Corporation of Victoria (OPVC), followed by another AIDAB institutional

strengthening project. In all, certain conclusive observations can be drawn from the idea of managing

agents.

Firstly, they are selected by the donor with little input from the recipient governments. They are profit

making organisations and although they operate on corporate principles, their core interest is sustaining

their survival. Like any profit making entity, they cultivate their own markets; in other words, they initiate

and invent marketable projects. For instance, in Chapter Six, we gathered SMEC was responsible for the

1976 road project in Western Samoa. In 1988, SMEC carried out the feasibility study leading to the

endorsement of the PWDAP project which it later managed. From observations, it can be argued that

SMEC had contributed positively to the strengthening of the Mechanical Workshop structure, systems and

management practices, but the nature of the organisation is to make money, move on and hope that another

project is in the pipeline. Currently, a two year Interim Project has been extended until June 1996 and an

Institutional Strengthening Project began its feasibility study in April 1996 closely following SMEC' s term

of reference but taking a broad scope such as the MD' s management capacity and future direction.

A similar verdict can be made about the PWU when it urged AIDAB to proceed with the new MOU

regardless of legal concerns raised by recipient governments.

Should Kiribati be permitted to continue to receive ASAS, under the old arrangements, it
will create a precedent that will undermine our position as ASAS agent in the Pacific
region. We are also concerned that differing systems within the region will result in
differing terms and conditions and administrative systems, which will militate against the
efficient operation of the scheme as a whole. We therefore urge you to maintain your
position and implement, without exception, the New ASAS arrangements (PWU, Letter to
AIDAB, 1991).

Secondly, sustainability of most projects cannot be achieved within a short timeframe normally used by aid

donors to finance a project or programme. This judgement is based on a limited number of instances. Yet,

most projects like the PWDAP are given a limited time of four years with the assumption that everything

will proceed as planned. If skilled employees is a crucial factor in the continuity of a project, four to five

years is insufficient to guarantee that recipient government employees are well equipped to take over.

Australia as other donors, only recently embarked on evaluating their projects and programmes, therefore

the absence of relevant information could have contributed to short-sighted decision. In other cases,

evaluation is carried out by the managing agents themselves. The objectivity of these evaluation studies is
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questionable. With much ado about sustainable projects, AIDAB will be the loser. Consider for example

the agreement that ASAS was to be a short-term arrangement. Yet with all its ills, Australia is still

committing substantial aid money to sustain it. And in August 1995, the WSG indicated that the staffing

assistance scheme will be phased out completely within the next five years. The AHC Office in Apia

appealed to the PSC for a proper consideration of cases on their merits to avoid a drastic consequence. In

other words, the bottom line of the aid business is to make sure the aid money is committed before the

financial year finishes. Apart from Australia's national interests, AIDAB staff have their own hidden

agendas.

The third implication is the overwhelming deficiency in knowledge on the technical viability of the project

or programme for the recipient country. For instance, PICs resented the selection procedures of managing

agents because of their preconceived ideas about the local labour market. Similarly, there was resentment

by some PICs about the selection of EMSS awardees whose field of studies may not address priorities of

the recipient government. Likewise, despite AIDAB's commitment to in-country training, ACPAC's

rationalisation of services and costs leads to contracting trainers whose attitudes are different to that of

AIDAB. Though AIDAB believes in in-country training, success depends on the trainers' approaches and

the recipient's need for such training.

Chapter Seven findings rated ineffective consultation, weak co-ordination, bureaucratic procedures and

deficient management as significant complications in policy implementation. Altogether, these

complications imply the lack of technical knowledge during the policy making process. Australia or any

other donor can initiate a new system, a better structure or technique but if it lacks local relevancy then it is

all wasted effort. Bilney emphasised this point clearly last year:

Aid donors can help, but their efforts can only be in support of those of the island countries
themselves (1994, 13).

The other negative implication of hiring managing agents touch upon the weakness documented by

Pressman and Wildasky (1973) which highlighted that having too many check points or linkages affected

effective implementation. Contracting managing agents contributes to more bureaucratisation of

implementation, for instance:

GoA - SMEC - WSG - PWD - Target Group

GoA - IPOs - University - Hosting Department - Student

GoA - Consultants - WSG - DoE - WSTI

GoA - PWU - WSG - Hosting Department	
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These linkages compounded the problems of ineffective consultation and co-ordination. From the above

observations, it is easy to see how Australian practices and structures are transferred as part of the aid

packages.

8.4.3.2 Structural Implications

Pursuing AIDAB's strategies such as rationalisation of functions and corporate structures do impact on

recipient government structures. Again given international pressures and trends, it would be inappropriate

to pursue a different direction. However, there are political, legal and socio-cultural implications.

The devolution of responsibilities, proposed by SMEC, in particular budgeting and recruitment, could

create major problems. Western Samoa is a small country with its social values and traditions playing an

influential role in and outside government operations. The strength of faa-Samoa prohibits a fair selection

and objectivity required in a public service. Having said that the devolution or delegation of functions could

not result in effective operations, but it must be devised with a better understanding of potential problems

to avoid costly mistakes. The PM argued that allowing PWD to recruit staff and control its own budget

could led to all sorts of unacceptable practices. In support of this view, findings by the CCA (1993) quoted

in parts of this thesis is proof. In a different circumstance the CCA noted:

The Samoan reciprocal practices argument is an attempt to rationalise practices deliberately
entered into by some public servants to gain personal benefit. If there was no benefit, there
would not have been any problem. I believe there is a right time and place for everything. In
the management of public monies and resources this so called Samoan 'reciprocal practices'
is out of context and in the wrong place (Pers.comm. 2/2/1995).

Though the CCA dismissed the idea that the practices were wrong, the fact remains that it is well and truly

alive in the Western Samoa bureaucracy. As discussed in Chapter Five Samoan values are a misfit in the

context of a bureaucracy.

The restructuring of public service institutions had experience similar difficulties. Resentment and the lack

of commitment by some Heads of Departments and senior bureaucrats had political and social

connotations. Since 1990 the Western Samoa PSC carried out preliminary reviews of the core public

service leading to a HRD Plan in 1992. This plan was shelved for a whole year until December 1993.

Implementation of the Plan since December 1993 had some difficulties. There was resistance to the reforms

contained in the Plan by most senior bureaucrats and departmental management. This resistance was due to

Deputy positions being abolished in preference for flatter organisations and a decentralised chain of

command. Socially, this decision was seen by incumbents of Deputy positions as demotions affecting their
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command. Socially, this decision was seen by incumbents of Deputy positions as demotions affecting their

working morale and social status. Politically, some Heads of Departments saw the process as a reduction of

their departments functions and workforce. According to several interviewed, they had to lobby their

Ministers for re-negotiation of the Cabinet decision with the PSC. Although the HRD Plan had Cabinet's

endorsement, it had adverse social, cultural and political consequences. It became obvious that after many

hours of consultation to produce a more transparent structure albeit functional responsibilities, the

commitment from some departmental management was insufficient. The cost-effectiveness of reforms is

again unquestionable but the process can easily become a wasted effort if political, management and

beneficiaries do not accept it.

Generally, the devolution of responsibilities to the implementing institution is a practical option but in most

cases its hindered by the lack of absorptive capacity at the management level, budget support and faa-

Samoa. Similarly, the restructuring of public sector departments may be viable but again the pressure on

new entities to provide the service could be questionable and required politicians and management support.

It must be pointed out that several Western Samoa public service operations corporatised have not lived up

to the expectation of efficient and effective management. The WSTEC land holdings had been sub-divided

and leased for productive use. The corporation was financially and managerially not a viable venture. Even

the Electric Power Corporation's maintenance is still subsidised by Government. The Agriculture Store had

its financial set backs until the late 1980s when a new management took over and since then it has become

a success. Perhaps the worst cases of corporatised government authorities were the Western Samoa

Shipping Service and the national carrier, Polynesian Airlines. The latter contained all examples of poor

management, poor marketing strategies, lacking vision and forward planning. The leakage of confidential

information to the press revealed that approximately WS$50m dollar had been wasted within a short period

of time. That sum of money is enormous in the Western Samoa context.

8.4.3.3 Procedural Implications

Australian strategies and their impact on Western Samoa procedures are undoubtedly beneficial to Western

Samoa. The push for transparency in operations and accountability forces the WSG to reassess its

practices. This initiative assists with pruning the public service through identifying the exact amount of

people, skills required, and their tasks instead of following traditional input budgeting and staffing

procedures. Largely, aid policies have intervened forcing the WSG to re-consider its development policies,

assess its pipeline development with a more integrated approach rather than an incremental one. It forces

the WSG to reorient its thinking on government operations and development goals. Treasury's budgetary

procedures and control measures relating to government finances and PSC' s control of recruitment will
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have to be devolved as part of the new focus. The policy changes indirectly force the recipient governments

to reassess their own bureaucratic practices and functions:

..though many challenges lie ahead of us, the massive changes Australia has already
managed give us something of a credential in our dealings with others who are embarking
on the same path. I'm not saying Australia has "been there and done that", but we are some
way along the path, we know some of the traps and pitfalls, and we know how steep the
path can become. And its right that we should help our friends, by pointing out the
obstacles and how to avoid them (Bilney 1994, 3).

This reform process may involve thorough-going reappraisal by island countries of the way
in which they have done things before. Island countries may need to ask themselves, as
Australians have had do in recent years, whether some old social and economic habits and
attitudes might need to be adapted - or even abandoned - if positive and beneficial change is
to be secured and longer term social and economic aspirations met (Bilney 1994, 7)

8.5 IMPLICATIONS ON HRD POLICIES

In numerous circumstances and publications, AIDAB acknowledges the success of development depends on

educating and training people:

Successful development requires an integrated approach that gives prominence to the
human dimensions of development (AIDAB 1992d, 3).

AIDAB uses several mechanisms to address HRD; technical assistance, project related attachment and

training, various scholarship schemes, short term training both in-Australia and in-country, twinning

arrangements with Australian institutions and built in training as a component of a project. After recent

reviews recipients' requests for HRD aid has increased dramatically. Despite Australia's conviction that in-

country or regional training are more cost-effective and conducive, in-Australia training is still preferred by

AIDAB. This observation signifies a truism of aid, be it Australian or that of any other donor. The

following comment underpins Australia's aid policy orientation:

While humanitarian concerns are central, the aid program is also an important instrument
of foreign and trade policy. Australia's approach is a strategic one through which it seeks to
maximise both the developmental input of aid and the commercial returns to Australia
(AIDAB 1993a, 11).

Though Western Samoa is largely blamed for its disjointed and ad hoc approach to HRD, given manpower

planning data constraints, donors are equally to be blamed. The extract quoted above says a lot about

AIDAB's practices and policies on sustainability and accountability yet it does not pursue them.
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One of the disadvantages of HRD in Western Samoa is that it is perceived culturally and socially rather

than developmentally (See Section 5.3.2). The intensity of this belief seems to have eroded with the

influence of Western values. Individual achievement is acknowledged as part of a collective effort bringing

respect, dignity and recognition to the family. Samoans thrived on this reasoning whereby impressing others

and having a reputation is central to Samoans' behaviour. On the basis of . such behaviour HRD is

culturally driven and therefore subject to political manipulation. Comments like "if I fail my family shares

the shame" or "the only reason for my being here is to satisfy my parents, family and teachers" commonly

account for the large failure rate and students refusal to return to Western Samoa. This factor is not

negative in pursuing HRD, but the WSG must incorporate this issue in HRD strategies. What is at stake is

that HRD targets are compromised to satisfy some cultural values.

Overall assessment of Western Samoa's approach to HRD efforts reveal that national policies are either

too outdated, irrelevant to current development or simply absent. Outdated HRD policies are evident in the

approaches regarding scholarship selection methods, criteria and priorities. A lesson from the above

analysis and findings reflects Western Samoa's biggest hurdle which is the weaknesses in national policies.

If macro policies are inadequate, irrelevant and outdated in relation to Western Samoa's potential, then

sectoral policies such as HRD are also weak. Weaknesses in national policies are partly the result of a co-

existence between traditional practices and modernisation. Whilst most people want development and

progress, simultaneously, they fear losing culture. On the other hand Samoans' aspirations are greater than

the available means (WSP and NUS), resulting in decisions being made without a full commitment because

somebody else pays. Chapter Nine elaborates on this very point.

8.6 OVERALL IMPLICATIONS

Two implications are obvious from the above extracts: differences between donors lead to the withdrawal

of financial support and donors' different interests in the project means recipients' priorities are

compromised. In the case of the WSP, the New Zealand report reveals that there was no agreement with

Australia to have a collaborative effort. Furthermore, it appears that New Zealand has the discretion to

decide which courses it wishes to fund, meaning Western Samoa has little say. Secondly, the differences in

donors' perceptions means the recipient loses if it cannot accommodate donors' different conditions,

procedures and requirements.

It is common knowledge that aid giving involves transferral of donors' work practices, systems of doing

things and technological expertise so that institutions are fashioned to resemble these at home. Underlying
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this action is the claim that implementation of aid funded projects is retarded by weak institutions at the

recipients end.

With the emphasis on sustainable development, donors like Australia prescribed institutional strengthening,

training and accountability as vital ingredients despite their applicability to recipient governments:

I argue that Australia's current overseas aid programme is often soteriological in that it
urges recipients to change or alter their ways; to be saved or delivered from their existing
alleged ignorance; to be converted with a zeal that would be entirely familiar to the
European missionaries of the last century (McCall 1992, 8).

The implication of Australia's aid policy strategies on Western Samoa or for any recipient government is

best summarised by the following extract.

Just as Islanders of the past had alien missionaries arriving instructing them in how they
might be saved, so, today, the aid workers, whether from individual countries, or multi-
lateral organisations, such as the ubiquitous United Nations, World Bank, IMF or, locally,
ADB, arrive in their numbers to instruct in the doctrines of privatisation, export
substitution, biodiversity or sustainability

Each soteriologist has (usually) his plan to promote, his terminology and format to demand,
for the aid process to continue (McCall 1992, 9).

In view of the background information on aid in general and Australia's aid policies, and having understood

the complexities surrounding the policy making processes, it is wasted efforts if donors continue to ignore

the prevailing structural characteristics of a recipient government. On a similar note, a recipient

government such as Western Samoa cannot hope for development without an appreciation of global

development orientations. Being an aid dependent Western Samoa will not achieve its developmental

objectives and goals without some painful readjustment to its existing development framework and

practices.

8.7 SUMMARY

The discussion focuses on three main sub-themes. These concern the impact of Australian aid funded

projects on shaping Western Samoa's implementing institutions' work practices, procedures and structure.

This is to ensure sustainability when Australia withdraws, however, this is questionable because projects

ignore the differences between Australia and Western Samoa particularly in resource supplies, skilled

workforce, funding and cultural differences.
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Secondly, the projects were designed in accordance with Australian development standards, institutional

practices and structures, therefore compromising Western Samoa's HRD priorities. Thirdly, the problem

lies very much with the lack of realistic national development policies and workable strategies, Western

Samoa's over reliance on aid for development purposes, added to the laxity to instill measures so that the

usage of resources are accounted adequately. These deficiencies perpetuate the dependency mentality. To

utilise aid funds effectively Western Samoa should re-consider its overall national policies and in particular

HRD in relation to our potential.
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